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Memoriam

In

1994 the town of Lee lost two well-known residents — Harry
Bradshaw and Chelsey Durgin — whose lives represented the
best of a generation which grew up in the Great Depression,
fought bravely in World War II, and continued to serve their
nation as career officers during the protracted struggles of the
Cold War era. We thank them for their courage and dedication
and for sharing their lives with us in Lee.
In

In

Memoriam
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Chesley Durgin

19141994
Chesley Durgin was born In the family homestead on
North River Road in Lee. Both his parents (his mother was a
Chesley) had family roots in the community extending back to
the 17th century, when Lee was still part of Dover and subject
Indian raids.
A Benjamin Durgin fought in the
to
Revolutionary War.
Durgins and Chesleys served as town
clerks and selectmen in the 19th century.

young Chesley Durgin learned his
one-room
schoolhouse
(it was on Fox Garrison Road
ABCs
and would later be destroyed by fire on December 7, 1941).
After graduating from Dover High School in 1932, he entered
the University of New Hampshire where he majored in business
administration and enrolled in the Army ROTC program.
Receiving his BA degree in 1936 — in the midst of the Great
Depression — he went to work as a salesman for American
Tobacco and later for Firestone Corporation.
Like his forebears,

in a

Several years before the attack on Pearl Harbor, while
war clouds gathered in Europe, Chesley enlisted in the U.S.

During World War II he commanded anti-aiircraft
batteries in General Mark Clark's Fifth Army, which saw action
in North Africa and the bloody Italian campaign of 1943-1945.
After the war he returned to the states (where he received an
MBA degree from Harvard Business School in 1950), and
subsequently served in the Korean War, followed by tours of
duty in Japan and Italy. He was the recipient of the Legion of
Merit with Oak Leaf Clusters, Bronze Star and several
campaign and theater medals.

Army.

Colonel Durgin retired to his home town of Lee in 1965.
He was a member of the Lee Congregational Church, the UNH
100 Club, the Harvard University Alumni Association, the
Retired Army Officers Association, and the Boy Scouts of
America (Order of Silver Beaver). He will be remembered for his
distinguished record and service to country.

Memoriam
Harry Bradshaw
In

1920-1994

In

Memoriam

Chesley Durgin
1914-1994

Harry Bradshaw was born in Waltham, Massachusetts,
and graduated from Woburn High School. In 1942 he enlisted
in the Army Air Corps, graduating from Command Staff School
and Flying School and receiving his pilot training at
Blysdesville, Arkansas. He was stationed in Guam, M.I., during
World War II and flew B-29 missions with the 315th Bomb
Wing. After the war his duty tours included Germany and
Harmon Field, Newfoundland, as the Commander of an Air
Among his commendations were the
Rescue Squadron.
lOLC, Air Force
Flying
Cross, Air Medal
Distinguished
Commendation Medal and The Presidential Unit Citation.

W

After twenty-five years of active service, Harry retired in

1966 to Lee. He served as a volunteer lee Policeman and one
term as town Selectman in 1969-1971. He enjoyed playing golf
and gardening, and became an active member of the American
He belonged to
Legion and the local V.F.W. post in Lee.
Air Force associations and was a member of the Lee
Historical Society and the Cocheco Valley Humane Society. In
September of 1994 Harry was fatally stricken while attending
the American Legion National Convention in Minneapolis. At
the time he was the N.H. American Legion State finance Officer.
A decent and dedicated man, Harry Bradshaw served his

numerous

country and his community well.
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MINUTES OF THE 1994 TOWN MEETING
LEE,

NEW HAMPSfflRE

MARCH 8 AND

9.

1994

The March 1994 Town Meeting for the Town of Lee, New Hampshire
was called to order at 8:00 a.m. at the Mast Way School on
Tuesday, March 8, 1994 by Town Moderator Dale T. Swanson.
by the Moderator as ballot clerks were: Joan Seeley,
Marian Kelsey, Meda Durepo, David
Allan, Brian Seeley, Nancy Colprit, Richard Doucette. Suzanne
DeRocchi and J. Phillip Stetson were sworn in as Assistant

Sworn

in

Natalie Allan, Clara Kustra,

Moderator.
Article 1 through

3 were voted upon by ballot on March

8,

1994.

1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the ensuing year.
For Selectmen (for three years):

199

E^wight Barney

For Moderator
Dale T. Swanson

(for

two

years):

197

For Trustee of the Trust Funds

(for

three years):

204

Richard Doucette
For Library Trustee
Barbara McNamee

(for

three years):

192

For Advisory Budget Committee
Scott Bugbee
Richard Wellington
For Auditor

(for

two

(for

three Years):

161
177

years):

Frank Whittemore

190

For Supervisor of the Checklist
Marian Kelsey
12

(

for six years)

202

the Town will vote to adopt the changes proposed by
the Lee Planning Board to Lee Zoning Ordinance pertaining to:
Proposal of an addition to Lee Zoning Ordinance pertaining to
sexually oriented businesses.
2.

To see

if

ARTICLE

II

Are you in favor Are you in favor of the adoption of
Amendment # 1 as proposed by the Lee Planning Board to the Lee
Zoning Ordinance as follows:
1.

Add new Article XVni Sexually Oriented Businesses

to the Lee

Zoning Ordinance?
Regarding the location and dispersal of Sexually Oriented
Businesses; if adopted, this amendment would deHne Sexually
Oriented Business, limit their location to the Commercial Zone
and require that such uses not occur within certain distances of
residences, churches, schools or similar tjrpe uses or within
certain distances of each other.

NO 34

YES 179

2. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment
#2 as
proposed by the Lee Planning Board to the Lee Zoning Ordinance as

follows:

Lee Zoning Ordinance: Anxend not the content of the Articles but
the Article numbers themselves
following Article XVIII
of the Lee Zoning Ordinance. (These changes will occur if Article
XVIII

is

adopted.)

Amend

the Lee Zoning Ordinance (changes are underlined) Article
XVIII Zoning Board of Adjustment as written, by changing Article
number only to Article XIX
.

Amend the

Lee Zoning Ordinance Article XIX Nonconforming Uses as
written, by changing Article number only to Article XX
.

Amend the Lee Zoning Ordinance

Articl e

by changing Article number only to

13

XX

Article

Enforcement as written,

XXI

.

/

Amend the Lee Zoning Ordinance

Articl e

number only

changing Article

Amend the Lee Zoning Ordinance
written,

/

by changing Article

to Article XXII

Article XXII

number only

Amend the Lee Zoning Ordinance

Articl e

Provisions as written, by changing

XXIV

XXI Penalty as written, by
.

Amendments

to Article XXIII

as

.

XXni Conflicting
number only to Article

Article

.

Amend

XXIV Savings Clause as
number only to Article XXV

the Lee Zoning Ordinance Articl e

written, by changing

Article

.

NO 27

YES 167

the Town will vote to adopt amendments to the
Building Regulations Ordinance as proposed by the Lee
Planning Board pertaining to: Adoption and update of BOCA,
and NFPA building codes and Life Safety
3.

To see

if

CABO

Codes.

Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment # 1
as proposed by the Lee Planning Board to the Lee Building

ARTICLE in

3.

Regulations as follows: 1) BOCA Basic/National Building
Code/ 1993, Twelfth Edition, published by Building Officials
Administrators International, Inc.;
2)

CABO One & Two Family

3)

BOCA National Plumbing Code

& Co

Dwelling Code 1992 Edition, published by
Council of American Building Officials;

Building Officials
4)

1 993

Cod Administrators

BOCA National Fire

International, Inc.;

Prevention Code

published by Building Offlcials

&

Ninth Edition, published by

Ninth Edition.
Code Administrators
1 993.

International, Inc.;

5)

NFPA National

Electrical Code,

1993 Edition, published by

National Fire Protection Association.;
6) NFPA 101. Life Safety Code, 1991 Edition, published by
National Fire Protection Association;

14

New Hampshire Energy

7)

Code, as adopted by the Public Utility

commission 1986 and any and amendments hereto;
8)

BOCA National

9)

NFPA

Mechanical Code/ 1993. Eighth Ed ition, published
by Building Officials & Code Administrators International. Inc.;
13. Installation of Sprinkler Systems.

1991 Edition,

published by National Fire Protection Association;

NFPA

13D, Installation of Sprinkle Systems in One & Two
Family Dwellings & Mobile Homes. 1991 Edition, published by
National Fire Protection Association;
10)

NFPA

13R. Installation of Sprinkle Systems in Residential
Occupancies Up To & Including Four Stories in Height. 1991
Edition, published by National Fire Protection Association;
11)

NFPA 31, Standard for

the InstaUation of Oil Burning
Equipment. 1992 Edition, published by National Fire Protection
12)

Association;
13)

NFPA 58. Standard for

141

NFPA

the Storage & Handling of LiquiHed
Petroleum Gases. 1992 Edition, published by National Fire
Protection Association;
72, Stan dard for the Installation. Maintenance

&

Use of

Protective Signaling Systems. 1993 Edition, publishe d by National
Fire Protection Association
:

NFPA

211. Standard for Chimneys. Fireplaces. Vents & Solid
Fuel-Burning Appliance 1992 Edition, published by National Fire
Protection Association;
15)

Amend Article V to
combined these

NFPA 72-E and NFPA 74. NFPA has
two standards into NFPA 72.
delete

NFPA 72-E. Standard on Automatic Fire Detectors.
1990 Edition, published by National Fire Protection Association:
15) fPeletedl

16) fDeleted)

NFPA 74. Standard

for th e Installation.

Maintenance

&

fire

Use of Household

edition, published

Warning Equipment. 1989
by national Fire Protection Association:

TES 164

NO 36
15

Shall

we permit the Lee

money it receives
equipment under RSA 202-A:ll-a to be

Library to retain

all

income generating
for general repairs and upgrading and for the purchase of
book, supplies and income generating equipment?
from
used

its

YES 175
The Town Meeting

NO

17

Town of Lee, New Hampshire was
Mast Way School on Wednesday, March 9, 1994
for the

reconvened at the
7:30 PM by Moderator Dale T. Swanson for the purpose of acting
upon articles IV through XXXV of the 1994 Town Warrant.
Moderator Swanson read the results of the elections.

at

Moderator Swanson introduced Selectmen Barney who then presented
the Boston Post Cane to Annie Larsen, who is our oldest resident
of Lee.

the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of one million two hundred thirty eight thousand one hundred and
thirty six dollars ($1,238,136) for general municipal operations.
The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
IV.

To see

if

was moved by Selectmen Ford and seconded by Selectmen
Grumbling. Mr. Ford moved to raise and appropriate the of
$1,238,136 to defray the town charges for the Hscal year 1994-95

Article IV

to be appropriated as follows:

General Government
Executive
Financial Administration
Election & Registration
Government Buildings
Revaluation of Property
Planning & Zoning

$ 51,521
9 1 ,964

9,000
16.600
13,500
2 1 ,604
12,000
10.000
199.968
56.060
33.500
100
25,789

Legal Expenses

Contingency Fund
Police Department
Fire Department
Code Enforcement
Civil Defense
Dispatch Center
Highway Department
Transfer Station
Lamprey Cooperative

192, 500

.

,

85,000
80,000

Animal Control

1,500
29,500

General Assistance
Library
54.121
Recreation
Oyster River Youth Association
Cemeteries

15,100
1 6, 1 60

6,400
8,000
1 16,019
56,500
35,000

Interest (TAN's)

Personnel Administration
Other Insurance
Special Duty

Bulk Gas
Total:

1

,000

$1,238,136

John Wheeler made a motion

to

amend

to reduce the the

amount by

$3,000.

Motion to amend was defeated. YES 30,

NO 74

ARTICLE IV WAS ADOPTED FOR $1,238,136.00
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of five thousand dollars ($5,000) for repairs and
improvements to the Town Hall. The Selectmen recommend this

V.

appropriation.

ARTICLE V was moved by Selectmen Grumbling, seconded by Selectmen
Barney.

ARTICLE V WAS ADOPTED FOR $5,000

vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of twenty five hundred dollars ($2,500) for the purpose of
microfilming town records. The Selectmen recommend this

VI.

To see

if

the

Town

will

appropriation.

ARTICLE VI was moved by Selectmen Grumbling, seconded by
Selectmen Barney.

ARTICLE VI WAS ADOPTED FOR $2,500.
17

vote to raise and appropriate the
of twenty thousand dollars ($20,000) for road reconstruction.

To see

VII.

sum

if

the

Town

will

The Selectmen recommend

this appropriation.

ARTICLE VII was moved by Selectmen Barney, seconded by Selectmen
Grumbling.

ARTICLE VII WAS ADOPTED FOR $20,000.

Vin. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of ten thousand dollars ($10,000) to be deposited with the
Trustees of the Trust Funds for the purchase of new highway
equipment. The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.

ARTICLE VIII was moved by Selectmen Barney, seconded by Selectmen
Ford.

ARTICLE VIII ADOPTED FOR $10,000.

Town

vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of five thousand dollars ($5,000) for purchase of a Dump
Canister to be used at the Transfer Station. The Selectmen
IX.

To see

if

recommend

the

will

this appropriation.

ARTICLE IX was moved by Selectmen

Ford, seconded by Selectmen

Barney.

ARTICLE IX WAS ADOPTED FOR $5,000.

To see if the Town will vote to create a Recreation
Commission Revolving Fund under the provisions of RSA'35-B:2.II.
to be known as the Recreation Revolving Fund and separate from

X.

the general fund for the purpose of administering recreation
commission activities and to designate the Recreation Commission
as agent to expend the funds. The Selectmen recommend this
appropriation.

ARTICLE X was moved by Linda

Schier, seconded

ARTICLE X WAS ADOPTED.
18

by Jeanna brown.

if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
of one thousand nine hundred ($1,900) for purchase and
construction of a new check-out desk for the Lee Library and
accessories for the purpose of accommodating the Phase II

XI.

To see

sum

Computer System in accordance with American With Disabilities Act
requirements. The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.

ARTICLE XI was moved by Jennifer McKown, seconded Selectmen
Grumbling.

ARTICLE XI WAS ADOPTED FOR $1,900

To see

Town

vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of twelve hundred dollars ($1,200) for purchase of hardware,
software and barcodes to complete Phase II of the library
computer system. The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.

XII.

ARTICLE

if

XII

the

will

was moved by Jennifer McKown, seconded by Selectmen

Grumbling.

ARTICLE Xn WAS ADOPTED FOR $ 1 ,200.

town accept the provisions of RSA 202-A:4-c
providing that any town at an annual meeting may adopt an

XIII.

Shall the

article

authorizing indefinitely, until specific rescission of such
authority, the public library trustees to apply for, accept and
expend, without further action by the town meeting, unanticipated
money from a state, federal or other governmental unit or a
private source which becomes available during the fiscal year?

ARTICLE XIII was moved by Daniel Bean, seconded by Selectmen
Barney.

ARTICLE

XIII

WAS ADOPTED.

XIV. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of Hve thousand dollars ($5,000) for repairs and
improvements to the Fire Station Building. The Selectmen
recommend this appropriation.

19

ARTICLE XIV was moved by Selectmen Barney, seconded by Selectmen
Grumbling.

Selectmen Barney made a motion to amend to read: To see if the
town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000 for
Capital Reserve Fund under the provisions of R.S.A. 35 for the
purpose of future building, construction, and improvement to the
Fire Station Building.

MOTION TO AMEND WAS ADOPTED.
ARTICLE XIV WAS ADOPTED AS AMENDED FOR $5,000.

Town

vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of forty thousand dollars ($40,000) to be deposited with the
Trustees of the Trust Funds for the purchase of new fiie
equipment. The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.

XV. To see

if

the

will

ARTICLE XV was moved by Selectmen Barney, seconded by Selectmen
Grumbling.

ARTICLE XV WAS ADOPTED FOR $40,000.00
XVI. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of one hundred and ninety thousand dollars ($190,000) for the
purchase of a new Hre truck and to authorize the Selectmen to
act as Trustees or agents for the Town to receive from the
Trustee's of the Trust Funds, pursuant to RSA 35:3 and 15, the
sum of one hundred and ninety thousand dollars ($190,000) and to
expend such sum for the purchase of a new fire truck, said funds
to be taken from the Capital Reserve fund established for the
purchase of new fire equipment. The Selectmen recommend this
appropriation.

ARTICLE XVI was moved by Selectmen Barney, seconded by Selectmen
Grumbling.

ARTICLE XVI WAS ADOPTED FOR $190,000.00

To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
of eighteen thousand dollars ($18,000) for the
purchase of a new police cruiser. The Selectmen recommend this

XVII.

sum

appropriation.

20

ARTICLE XVII was moved by Selectmen Grumbling, seconded by
Selectmen Barney.

ARTICLE XVn WAS ADOPTED FOR $ 18.000.00

XVm. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of thirteen thousand two hundred and eighty six doUars and
eighty eight cents ($13,286.88) for the
(DAC).

The Selectmen recommend

Durham Ambulance Corps

this appropriation.

ARTICLE XVni was moved by Selectmen

Ford, seconded by Selectmen

Barney.

ARTICLE

XVm WAS ADOPTED FOR $13,286.88

XIX. To see

Town

vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of six thousand six hundred and sixty dollars ($6,660) for
the DAC to implement a Capital Improvement/Replacement budget
plan, where money is allocated and set aside annually for the
replacement of ambulances and durable equipment valued over
$1,000.
The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
if

the

will

ARTICLE XIX was moved by Selectmen

Ford, seconded by Selectmen

Barney.

ARTICLE XIX WAS ADOPTED FOR $6,660

XX. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of one thousand Hve hundred dollars ($1,500) for the
Conservation Commission. The Selectmen recommend
this appropriation.

ARTICLE XX was moved by Selectmen Barney, seconded by Selectmen
Grumbling.

ARTICLE XX WAS ADOPTED FOR $1,500

XXI. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of four thousand seven hundred and fifty nine dollars (4.759)
for the Regional Associations listed below:
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$2,709.00
$ 950.00
$1.100.00
$4,759.00

Strafford Regional Planning

Community Act

Strafford

Sexual Assault Service
Total:

The Selectmen recommend

this appropriation.

ARTICLE XXI was moved by Selectmen Grumbling, seconded by
Selectmen Barney.

ARTICLE XXI WAS ADOPTED FOR $4,759

Town

vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of nine thousand two hundred and eleven dollars
($9,211) for the agencies listed below:

XXn. To see

if

the

will

Lamprey Health Care
Squamscott Health Care

$1,750.00
$5,100.00
$2.361.00

Strafford Hospice Care
Total: $9,211.00

The Selectmen recommend

this appropriation.

ARTICLE XXn was moved by Selectmen Grumbling, seconded by
Selectmen Ford.

ARTICLE XXII WAS ADOPTED FOR $9,211.00

XXm. To

see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
of ten thousand dollars ($10,000) to be deposited with the
Trustees of the Trust Funds for the Solid Waste Account. The

sum

Selectmen recommend this appropriation.

ARTICLE

XXm was moved by Selectmen Ford, seconded by Selectmen

Barney.

ARTICLE XXII WAS ADOPTED FOR $10,000

XXIV. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $15,600 to pay the town's assessment costs for closure of
the Lamprey Solid Waste Cooperative Landfill.
The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
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ARTICLE XXIV was moved by Selectmen

Ford, seconded by Selectmen

Barney.

Jim Myers ask a question on article XXIII as to the amount of
$10,000 compared to the amount of $6,000 that the selectmen had
put in the handout.
Mr. Ford said he
$6,000.

made

a boo boo, he was suppose to

amend

it

to

Moderator Swanson stated since there has been no action on
article 24 he will entertain a motion to reconsider article 23.

Selectmen Ford made a motion to reconsider Article XXni.
seconded by Selectmen Barney.
Selectmen Ford made a motion to amend Article XXIII to read: To
if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of six
thousand dollars ($6,000) to be deposited with the Trustees of
the Trust Funds for the Solid Waste Account. Seconded by
Selectmen Barney.
see

MOTION TO AMEND WAS ADOPTED
ARTICLE

XXm WAS ADOPTED AS AMENDED FOR

$6.000

see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $15,600 to pay the town's assessment costs
for closure of the Lamprey Solid Waste Cooperative Landfill.

ARTICLE XXIV. To

ARTICLE XXIV was moved by Selectmen

Ford, seconded by Selectmen

Barney.

ARTICLE XXIV WAS ADOPTED FOR $15,600

Town

vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of ten thousand dollars ($10,000) to be deposited with the
Trustees of the Trust Funds for the Recreation Account. The

XXV. To see

if

the

will

Selectmen recommend this appropriation.

ARTICLE XXV was moved by Cynthia

Nizzari-McClain, seconded by

Selectmen Barney.
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Donhauser made a motion to amend the amount to $5,000.
seconded by John Corey.
Phil

MOTION TO AMEND DEFEATED
Jere Beckman made a motion to amend the amount from $10,000 to
$25,000, seconded by Linda Schier.

MOTION TO AMEND DEFEATED
ARTICLE XXV WAS ADOPTED FOR $10,000
XXVI. To see if the Town will vote to raise and and appropriate
the sum of ten thousand ($10,000) to be deposited in the Internal
Service Fund for Accrued Benefits. The Selectmen recommend this
appropriation.

ARTICLE XXVI was moved by Selectmen Grumbling, seconded by
Selectmen Barney.

ARTICLE XXVI WAS ADOPTED FOR $ 10,000

XXVII. To see if the Town of Lee will vote to raise and
appropriate a sum of money for a complete revaluation of the town
and authorize the withdrawal of that sum from the capital reserve
fund created for that purpose. (By citizens' petition of at least

25 registered voters)
The Selectmen do not recommend this appropriation.

ARTICLE XXVII WAS NOT INTRODUCE. NO MOTION MADE.

XXVIII. To see if the Town will authorize the establishment of a
Capital Reserve Fund (pursuant to RSA Chapter 35) for the future
update or revaluation of the town and to raise and appropriate
the sum of ten thousand dollars ($10,000) towards this purpose.
and appoint the Board of Selectmen as agents to administer the
fund.

The Selectmen recommend

this appropriation.

ARTICLE XXVin was moved by Selectmen
Barney.
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Ford, seconded by Selectmen

ARTICLE XXVII WAS ADOPTED FOR $10,000

XIX. To see

if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to accept the dedication of any street shown on a
subdivision plat approved by the Planning Board, provided that
such street has been constructed to applicable town
speciflcations as determined by the Board of Selectmen or their

agent.

ARTICLE XIX was moved by Selectmen Grumbling, seconded by
Selectmen Barney.

ARTICLE XIX WAS ADOPTED

town accept the provision of RSA 33:7 providing
that any town at an annual meeting may adopt an article
authorizing indeHnitely. until specific rescission of such
authority, the Selectmen to issue tax anticipation notes?

XXX.

Shall the

ARTICLE XXX was moved by Selectmen Barney, seconded by Selectmen
Grumbling.

ARTICLE XXX WAS ADOPTED

XXXI. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to
convey any real estate acquired by the Town by Tax Collector's
deed. Such conveyance shall be by deed following a public
auction, or the property may be sold by advertised sealed bids,
or may be otherwise disposed of as justice may require, pursuant
to

RSA 80:80.

indefinitely, until rescinded.

ARTICLE XXXI was moved by Selectmen

Ford, seconded by Selectmen

Barney.

ARTICLE XXXI WAS ADOPTED

XXXII. To see

Town

vote to authorize the Selectmen
to sell surplus equipment valued at less than five htindred
doUars ($500) at private sale and to sell surplus equipment
valued at more than five hundred dollars ($500) at public auction
or by advertised sealed bids. If the property remains unsold, to
if

the

will
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the remaining property through private sale* indefinitely,
until rescinded.
sell

ARTICLE XXXII was moved by Selectmen Grumbling, seconded by
Selectmen Barney.

ARTICLE XXXII WAS ADOPTED

XXXIII. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen
to accept gifts of personal property, other than cash, to the
town for any public purposes. This authorization in accordance
with RSA 31:95-6 shall remain in effect until rescinded by a vote
of the town meeting.

ARTICLE XXXIII was moved by Selectmen Barney, seconded by
Selectmen Ford.

ARTICLE XXXIII WAS ADOPTED
XXXIV. Shall the town accept the provisions of
RSA 31:95-b providing that any town at an annual meeting may
adopt an article authorizing indeHnitely, until specific
rescission of such authority, the selectmen to apply for, accept
and expend, without further action by the town meeting,
unanticipated money from a state, federal, or other governmental
unit or a private source which becomes available during the
fiscal year? This authorization will remain in effect until
rescinded by a vote of the town meeting.

ARTICLE XXXrV was moved by Selectmen Barney, seconded by
Selectmen Grumbling.

ARTICLE XXXIV WAS ADOPTED
XXXV. To transact any other business which
before this meeting.

may

legally

come

Selectmen Ford move to adjourn, seconded by Selectmen Grumbling.
Moderator Dale Swanson declared the 1994 annual Town Meeting for
the Town of Lee officially adjourned, at 10:30 PM.
Penelope A Stetson swore in Dwight Barney, Selectmen, Dale T
Swanson, Moderator, Richard Doucette. Trustee of the Trust Funds.
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Richard Wellington and Scott Bugbee, Advisory Budget Committee,
Frank Whittemore, Auditor. Marian Kelsey. Supervisor of the
Checklist, Barbara McNamee, Library Trustee.
Respectfully Submitted

Penelope A. Stetson, Clerk
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LEE fflGHWAY TOWN REPORT
the middle of January 1995 and the Road Agent has
just finished grading several gravel roads in town. This
warmer than normal January follows one of the coldest,
It is

snowiest winters in recent memory (93-94). Even though
the winter of 93-94 was tougher than normal the Highway
budget and Highway equipment stood up well, although
the road agent and his helpers were becoming tired by
spring. Below is a list of some of the major road work
accomplished during the spring and summer of 1995.

CLEANING DITCHES

Dump

Old Mill Rd., Snell Rd., Old Bennett Rd.,
Mitchell Rd., Old Garrlty Rd., and sections of

Wednesday

Rd.,

Hill

Tuttle

Rd.,

Garrlty

Rd.,

Rd.,

and

Steppingstone South.

GRADER SHIMMING WITH HOT TOP
(APPROX.410 TONS)
Belle Ln., Snell Rd.,
Rd., Old Mill Rd.,

Old Concord Turnpike, Old Bennett

Mitchell Rd..

and

Dump Rd.

PAVER SHIMMING WITH HOT TOP
Sections of

(APPROX. 422 TONS)
Lee Hill Rd., Snell Rd., and Mitchell Rd.

PAVING
Belle Ln.,

(1 "

1600

OVERLAY) -(APPROX. 908 TONS)

feet

on Wednesday

Hill Rd.,

and Mitchell

Rd. Intersection

PAVING OVER RECONSTRUCTION
(APPROX 724 TONS)
800

feet

on Snell Rd. comer, and 2000

feet

on Wednesday

HlllRd..

RECONSTRUCTION- (INCLUDES DRAINAGE,
GRINDING, ADDING GRAVEL. PAVING)
Snell Rd.

comer

(800'),

and Wednesday
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Hill

Rd. (2000')

SAND SEAL-(APPROX. 3000 GALLONS LIQUID
ASPHALT)
Old Concord Turnpike, Old Garrity Rd., Old Bennett Rd.,

Dump

Rd.,

and part

of Gile Rd..

STONE SEAL AND TACK COAT-(APPROX. 13,492
GALLONS LIQUro ASPHALT)
Old Mill Rd., Mitchell Rd., and Snell Rd..
In addition to this work is the normal
tree work,
grading, fixing potholes, hauling gravel, plowing and
sanding roads, replacing culverts, roadside mowing, sign

work, vehicle repairs, and maintenance,

etc.

At this time there are 3 1 miles of blacktopped town roads
and 4 miles of gravel town maintained roads with another
4/lOths of a mile to be accepted in the spring. (Sackett
Hollow subdivision).

The road agent presented the Budget Committee with
ten options to update the present highway equipment
(the average age of the trucks is 10 years old with one
truck being 24 years old). By the time we all read this
report we may know what their choice was.

Highway Department is to provide a
reasonably safe smooth and attractive roadway network
while at the same time being conservative with your tax
dollar. We hope we are meeting this objective and
The

objective of the
,

appreciate Lee residents past support.
Respectfully submitted.
Randy Stevens, Road Agent
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ANNUAL REPORT OF
THE CODE ENFORCEMENT OFFICER
FROM JULY 1. 1993 TO JUNE 30, 1994
During the past fiscal year we have seen the
Market Basket Plaza know as the Lee Market Place
finishe its construction and all but one store front
has been filled. With seven (7) commercial
permits issued, this has been as busy year working
with the various owners, contractors and R.M.D.
Inc. who are the owners of the plaza. Permits were
issued for the completion of the last phase of the
building. Then six (6) permits were issued for the

up projects of Pizza Spinners, Chaos (Hair
Salon), Radio Shack, Dot's{clothing), Payless Shoe

fit

is still a small vacant area
future use. At this time
for
structure
within
the
left
we don't know what type of store(s) will be placed
within this space.

and Fashion Bug. There

Residential construction increased this year

and last fiscal yeeir, fifteen 1 5) single unit permits
were issued and one(l) duplex unit permit totaling
(

This
fiscal
units.
family
single
issued.
It
were
year, 23 single family unit permits
would appear that lower interest rates played a
Increase. If interest rates stay at a
role in the
continued
I would anticipate
level,
reasonable
growth in the construction of new homes. I would
like to take this Opportunity to thank all the
Boards and Committees for their support and
input throughout the year.
17

A total of 128 permits were issued for fiscal
year 1993-1994, with an estimated cost of
construction totaling $3,341,834.50. A breakdown
of the types of construction is as follows:
Category

THE REPORT OF THE LEE POLICE DEPARTMENT
During the past year the members of the Lee Police wish to
express their thanks to the residents of the Town for their
support and assistance. With the ever increasing population,
successful policing can only be accomplished when the
citizenry is willing to assist in that effort.

Two

issues need to be brought to the attention of the town for
use in future planning for police services. The first is the
consolidation of the District Courts, a bill that was passed two
years ago by the legislature. In an attempt to reduce costs to
the State, the District Courts throughout the State were
consolidated. Here in Strafford County the bill reduced six
That consolidation
district courts to two district courts.
Dover
District Court
means that upon the completion of a new
building the Durham Court will be closed and consolidated
with the Dover District Court. When that takes place it will
mean additional cost to the Town of Lee, and in my opinion
those costs will be substantial. At the present time, when
there is the need for the filing of court documents, that can be
accomplished by a short ride to Durham and can be
incorporated with the daily trip to the Dispatch Center for
paperwork and the occasional trip to the Post Office. At this
time, Durham has one night session of court per month and
Once the
part time officers' cases are heard at that time.
night
court
transition to Dover takes place I am told that the
Part time officers are reluctant to take action on
will end.
incidents that may require that they take time off from their
regular job to appear in court. Thus, unless we retain the
night court or go to more full time officers to replace the part
time officers our ability to prosecute criminals will be severely

hampered.
At the present time, due to the close proximity of the Durham
Court, if the officer that is scheduled for patrol has a court
case for the same time, we can leave him on patrol and only
call him to testify at the time that he is needed reducing the
need to put another officer on the payroll to cover the shift.
When the court moves to Dover that will no longer be possible
because of the distance and the time that would be needed to
get the officer back from the Court should an emergency arise.
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The second item is to be considered is the retention of trained
At the present time we are the
officers on the department.
lowest paying police department in the area for the position of
patrol officer. Thus, we have become a training ground for
police officers for agencies and outside businesses in the area.
Since December 1991 we have lost six full time officers. Two
have gone to Durham, one to the State Police and one to

Portsmouth for about seven thousand dollars more to start,
one has gone to Liberty Mutual Insurance for more money, a
If we
car and no shift work, and one went to Barrington.
intend to train and then retain, we need to become competitive
in our pay scale.

The following is the break down of the activity
and the comparison to the previous year:
Reported Incidents

for the past year

INVESTIGATIONS CONDUCTED

Crime

INVESTIGATIONS CONDUCTED

Joyriding

ARRESTS

0)

o
CO

o
H
CO
0)

TREASURER'S REPORT
JULY 1, 1993 TO JUNE 30. 1994

TREASURER'S REPORT (cont.)
JULY 1. 1993 TO JUNE 30. 1994

TAX COLLECTORS REPORT FISCAL YEAR 93-94
SUMMARY OF TAX LIEN ACCOUNTS
TOWN OF LEE, NEW HAMPSHIRE

TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT FOR FISCAL YEAR 93-94
SUMMARY OF TAX ACCOUNTS
TOWN OF LEE, NEW HAMPSHIRE
REMI 1 1 ANCES TO

TREASURER IN
FISCAL YEAR

TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT FOR FISCAL YEAR 93-94
SUMMARY OF TAX ACCOUNTS
TOWN OF LEE, NEW HAMPSHIRE

SELECTMEN'S SUMMARY OF EXPENDITURES
FOR JULY 1. 1993 TO JUNE 30, 1994
Executive
Election & Registration
Financial Adminstration
Property Appraisal
Legal Expenses

Personnel Administration
Planning & Zoning
Government Buildings
Cemeteries
Insurance
Regional Associations
Contingency Fund
Durham Dispatch Center
Special Duty

Durham Ambulance Corps
Police Department
Fire Department

Code Enforcement Officer
Bulk Gas
Highway Department
Transfer Station

Lamprey Coop (Solid Waste Disp)
Animal Control
Health Agencies
General Assistance
Oyster River Youth Association
Recreation Commission
Library
Patriotic

Expenses

Tax Note

Interest

Capital Outlays (Warrant Articles)
Proprietary Funds (Trust Funds)

SUBTOTAL TOWN
OPERATING EXPENDITURES
Payment to Strafford County
Payment to OR School District

$50,004.00
^5,008.59
$85,987.00
$13,500.00
$3,632.75
$104,775.00
$21,938.26
$17,435.16
$4,235.72
$55,903.95
$4,485.00
$6,154.14
$39,454.15
$39,979.27
$19,688.72
$192,052.10
$47,401.50
$32,194.77
$3,806.23
$184,730.66
$66,106.45
$75,320.10
$346.91
$8,605.75
$29,906.85
$16,040.00
$15,038.53
$48,049.44
$977.37
$0.00
$63,933.98
$81,250.00

$1.337,942.35
$374.317:00
^37876.199.00

GRAND TOTAL
OPERATING EXPENDITURES
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65.588.458.35

SELECTMEN^ REPORT OF EXPENDITURES
FOR JULY 1, 1993 TO JUNE 30. 1994
-

^-

wrfww-^^^**:

S^WA W. %^.

Property AppraisA
r
Fir
Appraisal
Avitar
Materials / Sup plies

m

11005X52
$2,924.48
$240.00
$284.00

Tax Map Updates
Independent Research
Total:

Total Legal Rxpenses:

Personnel Administration

$13.500.00
.632,75

Cemeteries
Labor (includes S500 trom Highway)

DAC^Annual Contract
DAC New Ambulance Share

$13,398.72
$6,290.00
Total:

Police Pepaitiiieiit
Chiefs Salaiy
Sergeant Salary
Senior Patrolman Salary
Patrolman Salary
Part Time Officers Salary
Police Secretary
Overtime
Business Telephone
Telephone for the Computer

$19,688.72
"$36,201.61

UNH Police Computer System
Repairs to Police Cruisers
Gas & Oil for Police Cruisers
Radio Repair

Equipment Replacement
Electricity

General Dues
Printing costs

General Supplies
General Training
Training New Men
Uniforms for Full Time Officers
Uniforms for Part Time Officers
Total:
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$27,233.46
$22.782.40
$13.233.94
$34,264.28
$16.877.20
$2.705.43
$5.260.83
$1,364.00
$4,260.00
$3,826.28
$4,111.59
$1,520.36
$10,153.97
$1,224.84
$115.00
$130.42
$1,819.16
$1,003.95
$657.25
$961.82
$2,344.31

$192,052.10

Chiefs Salary
Assist ant Chiefs Salary

Alarm System
Firefighters' Salaries

Associate Dues /Subscriptions
Building Maintenance
Electricity

Equipment Maintenance /Agreements
Equi pment Repair/Parts
Gasoline and Oil
Heating Fuel Costs

New Equipment
Office Supplies/Postage

Telephone
Training
Truck/Vehicle Maintenance
Truck/Vehicle Repair

Uniforms /Protective Gear
Total:

CEO Salary
Association Dues /Subscriptions
Vehicle Gasoline & Oil
Vehicle Maintenance
New Equipment
Office /Field Supplies

Training

Miscellaneous
Total:

Total Bulk Gas Expenses:
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$5,40000;
$1,500.00
$32.95
$9,650.56
$885.54
$13.40
$1,237.72
$1,054.02
$910.39
$302.99
$2,194.77
$12,760.97
$497.71
$364.97
$1,914.75
$3,447.55
$269.35
$4,963.86
$47.401.50

$29,225.77
$357.50
$296.82
$154.25
$1,034.00
$492.91
$40.00
$593.52

$32.194.77
$3.806.23

Supervisor s Salary
Laborer (FuU-Time)

Labor er (Part-Time)
Overtime
Diesel Fuel
Gasoline
Electricity

Hand Tools /Power Tools
Heating Fuel
Hired Out Repairs

Hot Top
Training
Liquid Asphalt
Lubricating Oil/Grse/Filt

New Equipment
Parts /In-House Repairs

Plow

& Equipment

Reference Materials
Rental/Hired Equipment

Salt/Calcium
Sand/Stone/Gravel

Sho p Supplies
Signs & Warning Devices
Culvert/Guard Rails /etc.
Telephone/Off Supply/Postage
Tires /Tubes
Other
Total:
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$51,94 5:58
$22,300.80
$5,890.64
$2,890.42
$3,575.39
$1,517.29
$698.12
$90.00
$837.05
$683.86
$54,332.93
$20.00
$8,096.55
$492.22
$195.00
$8,012.46
$3,474.26
$10.00
$7,206.13
$10,298.84
$15,000.23
$1,864.37
$788.14
$1,805.16
$558.20
$598.52
$1,548.50

$184.730.66

1

Association Dues /Subscriptions
Baling Wire/Bags/Signs/Recycling
Electricity

Equipment Repair
Grounds Maintenance
Labor
Overtime
Printing/Postage
Rental Equipment
Stickers/Permits/Fees

Telephone
Training

Engineering/Sample Test
Other
Transfer $40,000 from Solid Waste
Total:

3

$254.02
$ 682.7 8
$476.08
$1,321.70
$127.76
$19,963.18
$432.02
$37.20
$112.50
$343.85
$399.48
$100.00
$145.00
$1,710.88
$40,000.00
$66,106.45

SoM Waste Disposal
Lamprey Regional Cooperative
Bulky Waste Disposal
Tipping Fees (Lamprey Coop)
Hauling Fees (Lamprey Coop)
Non Revenue Recycle Disposal
Stump Disposal
Tire Disposal
Browning-Ferris Industries
Lamprey Regional Solid Waste
Ash Disposal

Waste Management
Lamprey Regional Advance Payment
Domtar Gypsum
Transfer $40,000 to Transfer Station
Total:

Total

Ammai Contrcfl:

^24,208.28
$56,950.02
$248.00
$1,516.10
$2,000.00
$1,576.26
$336.67
$1,496.00
$10,677.00
$9,060.60
$7,171.17
$80.00
($40,000.00)

$75.320. 10

SS46,&1

Healtli Agencies
Lamprey Health Care
Squamscott Home Health

$1,650.00
$4,930.00
$1,275.75
$750.00

Strafford Hospice Care
My Friend's Place

Total:
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$8.605.75

General Assistance
Welfare Agent Salary
Rental Assistaince
Utilities/Fuel Assistance
Food Assistance
Emergency Medical Assistance

$l, 194: 3g1
$21,689.50^,

$2,549.61
$3,200.20
$1,051.07
$56.19

Telephone

New Equipment
Total:

$140.90
$25.00
$29,906.85

Total OYRAgxiieBses:

$16.040,00

Subscriptions

RemeaM^LComnyssio^
$3,240.00
$5.70
$10.44
$281.60
$4,023.76
$79.98
$35.44
$1,000.00
$1,608.80
$41.93
$166.59
$1,170.00
$36.79
$2,337.50
$1,000.00

Child Care Costs tor Exercise Classes
Office Supplies
Postage
Printing

Party/Function Expenses

New Equipment
Equipment Malnt/Agreements
Equipment Repair
Grounds Maintenance /Repair
Advertising

Summer Camp Expenses
Summer Camp Salaries
Computer Camp Expenses
Computer Camp Salaries
Transfer of Fee Monies

$15.038.53

Total:

ybrary
$22,149.60

Head Librarian Salary

$8 ,549.84

Assistant to Librarian Salary

Payments

to

$17,350.00

Trustees

$48.049.44

Total:

Other Patriotic Expenses

Town of Durham July 93 Celebration
Town of Durham July 94 Celebration
New Flags for Flagpole /Cemeteries

$400.00
$400.00
$177.37

$977.37

Total:

Totallnterest Tax Notes:

I
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$0.00

Ctgiptt^ Ontlmy^"

Road Construction
Tax Collector Renovations /Town Hall
Library Improvements

$20,000.00
$6,939.98

Fire Building Repairs

$2,545.00
$9,880.00
$17,369.00
$1,500.00

Transfer Station Fence
Police Cruiser
Conservation Commission
Total:

Transfers to Proprietary

^,700.00

$63:933.98

Fiiiid$^

Fire Dept Trust Fund
Solid Waste Trust Fund

^40,000.00
$10,000.00
$10,000.00
$10,000.00
$5,000.00
$6,250.00

Accrued Benefits Fund
Highway Dept Trust Fund

Fund
Land Use Change Tax Fund
Recreation Trust

Total:

^8i;250.00

GRAND TOTAL TOWN
OPERATING EXPENDITURES
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$1.337,942.69

GENERAL FUND BALANCE SHEET
ASSETS
Cash & equivalents

As of
July 1, 1993

As of
June 30, 1994

$38,815.00

$1,769,521.20
$895,774.17
$582,969,10
$5,259.26
$52,739.40

$1.901.048.28

$3.306.263.13

$1,454,604.31

$2,602,173.00
$29,879.48

$1,454,604.31

$2,632,052.48

Fund Balance

$446,443.97

$674,210.65

Total Fund
Equity:

$446,443.97

$674,210.65

$1 .901 .048.28

$3,306,263. 13

Taxes Receivable

Tax Liens Receivable

$1,256,645.38
$80.00
$605,507.90

Accounts Receivable
Prepaid School

Total Assets:

LIABILITIES
Deferred Revenue

Due

to Other Funds

Total
Liabilities:

FUND EQUITY
Unreserved

Total Liabilities
and Fund Equity:
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
LEE PUBLIC LIBRARY

FROM JULY

1.

1993 TO JUNE 30. 1994

Fiscal Year was another exciting year
Circulation and patron use of the Lee
Public Library continues to grow.
From the youngest
child to the oldest adult, everyone finds something at the

The 1993/94

for the Library.

Library.

July 1993 to June 1994 Statistics
# Adult Borrowers

The Library collection has been barcoded and
data entry of our 19,000+ volume collection is ncEiring
completion as we approach the new 1994/95 Fiscal
Year. With the generous donations and fundraising
by the Library Friends and Trustees, this has become
a reality for the Library. The New Hampshire State
Library provided a new computer network system,
called

This

"Galaxy",

provides

to

throughout the State.
libraries throughout the

libraries

access

to

and communication
interlibrary loans
Other
features of this
for
Librarians.
E-mail
through
new system include limited access to the Internet and
access to a variety of CD ROM's from the State
Library. Because of this new system, we can access
most libraries in the state and request material we do
not have for our patrons. The vision the Trustees and
We will have
I hold for the Library is becoming reality.
an on-line circulation system in place by January,
1995, as well as two on-line card catalog systems for
patron use. Watch for up and coming changes at your
State

for

Library.

Our

adult and children fiction and non-fiction

collections continue to grow. During the process of
bcircoding and data entry (if we had sent our card
catalog out to be done professionally, the cost to the

Town would have been between $ 8,000 and

$10,000),
have been replacing old and outdated nonfiction
I
Our reference area
material with new material.
continues to develop, offering up to date information
to our patrons. The Library video and books-on-tape
collections are growing; look for some changes in
these areas as the new year progresses.

As

your Tov^m Librarian, I have strived
to provide both fiction and nonfiction materials to
meet the everchanging needs of the community.
There is a constant supply of new reading material
available to everyone. We offer a complete collection
books-on-tape and
Recommendations concerning Library
magazines.
materials are always welcome.
of

fiction,

nonfiction,

videos,
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Lisa Morin and Catherine Fisher continue to
be assets to the Library team.
As Assistant
Librarians, they provide checkout desk service and
general assistance to our many patrons.

Three storytimes per week have been offered to
the community with an average attendance rainging
from a low of six participants to a high of twenty-two
participants. We oifer Nature Hour on Tuesday's at
4:00 p.m. for children age three and up, Mousetales
on Wednesday's at 1:30 p.m. for children age three
and up and Minnietales on Thursdays at 10:00 a.m.
for children

music and

under

three.

The children enjoy

stories,

Several "Bedtime Storytimes" were
also held during the year.
crafts.

Twenty-six children in Grades Three and up
pcirticipated
in
the after school Library Intern
Program. This continues to be a popular and well
received training program for children.

The children
on developing Library
skills.
These children work very hard at being an
asset to the Library and the community. I am very
proud of them and feel it is important for the children
to be able to contribute in such a worthwhile way,

work with the Library

staff

Throughout the year, programs were held for
both adults and children.
The Annual Haunted
Library was sponsored by the teen 4-H group in Lee
(the Oxford family coordinated the effort).
With the
help of our Library Interns, over 100 children and
adults traveled through the very scary Haunted
Library, enjoying this successful

and

free event.

In

December, Santa arrived by fire truck thanks to the
Lee Fire Department. Mike Farrell of Durham Bike
donated a mountain bike to be raffled for the benefit of
the Computer Fund.
We sponsored the Vita
Volunteers to help the elderly and low-income
members of the community with their income tax
forms. Tax forms are available at the Library every
year. Jean St. Pierre and her daughter, Suzette, from
Cottontail Rabbitry in Lee visited the Library before
Easter to discuss the responsibilities of being a
rabbit owner.
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The 1994 Summer Reading Program, "Be A
Readerasaurus", introduced children ages five and up
to the world of dinosaurs. Each week I provided
Over one
activities and stories about dinosaurs.
Twelve
hundred eighty six children participated.
children in Grades 5 and above provided assistance as

Summer Reading Program

Interns.

a viable part of the community
and I will strive to continue meeting the needs of all
Lee residents. There really is "something for everyone"
at the Lee Library. If you have not visited the Library
recently, please stop in for a visit. 1 think you will be
pleased with what you find.

The Library

1

would

is

thank everyone for their
1 would especially
the children and adults who have

like

to

continued support of the Library.
like to

thank

all

volunteered at the Library to help provide
additional help we needed over the last yccir.
Respectfully submitted,

Linda Morrill

Head Librarian
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the

Chairman's Report
July

1.

1993 to June 30, 1994

Much has been happening in some areas of town
government and in other areas little progress is being made.
The following is an effort to summarize years 1991 to 1994.
Our town

buildings have been painted and put in good
repair and pohce, fire and highway equipment have been
renewed; the town looks good. The shopping center at the Lee
Traffic Circle is complete with all store space now occupied and
apparently doing well. The Mast Way elementary school has
been enlarged and upgraded with a new utility core that houses
both Lee and Durham students. Durham no longer has an
elementary school; students are bussed to Lee or Madbury,
therefore, some political fences have fallen in favor of economic
advantage.

The thread in all the reports of the staff and various
reports of committees printed in the town report each year
relate to the pressure of population growth in our town and
school district. As stated in this Selectmen's report of three
years ago, "Lee has grown as a bedroom community and the

a rural community in a good school district are the
very attributes that will be sacrificed if the trend continues."
The trend has continued unabated and presently only two
attractions to

commercial farms remain
significantly

employment

in

Lee.

downsized.
Other
elsewhere and their

One
farm
farm

has been
ov^mers
rely
on

of these

activities

become

secondary.

The need and demand for urban services and facilities
have become the agenda for Lee town government. Quoting
again from this report three years ago, "Lee has a young adult
population in the majority and it appears that they represent
families with children, " Probably the largest growth industry in
Lee in the past three years has been child care. The older
population is a distinct minority. Our records from the
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1994 inventory show 242 children up to five (5) years of
age, 870 school age for a total population of 1.112 either in
school or soon to be in school. The 1990 census reported 372
and 725 respectively for a total of 1047. If these numbers are
correct, then the good news is that the pipeline has dropped
from 372 to 242 or a drop of 130 children awciiting to enter

April

school.

The problem is that the school population increased
from 725 to 870 or by 145. About 15 of these must attend
private schools since the Oyster River School District has
accounted for 855. Our ability to pay has not kept up with this
growth in school student membership; therefore, higher taxes
are required.

The town must do something to overcome residential
growth and the associated cost of educating the increasing
number of students such grov^h brings. A sense of urgency
must be developed by townspeople. Quoting again from three
years ago "since 1 986, our growth in assessed valuation has not
kept pace with the increase in the nwnber of students" (or town
needs) "therefore, our ability to pay has decreased and taxes
must go up." The problem has been discussed for ten years.
Leaders among the younger townsfolk are now coming
forward to advance specific needs such as recreation areas,
These
additional bbrary space, a community center, etc.
leaders along with other townspeople who have a desire to
participate should continue their work to resolve these issues.

Upon vacating
devote

my

the position of Selectman, I propose to
free time to this endeavor. Hopefully, others will join

me.

Jay S. Grumbling, PE
Outgoing Chairman, Board of Selectmen
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ANNUAL REPORT OF

LAMPREY REGIONAL SOLID WASTE COOPERATIVE

FROM JULY

1.

1993 TO JUNE 30, 1994

The Lamprey Regional Solid Waste Cooperative, in
1994, operated within budget and had a productive year. The
Board of Directors voted a closing date of November 30, 1995
of our present incinerator on the campus of UNH.

The Lamprey Board

New Restatement

pursuing a
Agreement which outlines

of Directors is presently

of the Cooperative

goals for the future such as a Recycling Facility with Transfer
At the 1995 Town Meetings, the respective
capabilities.
Cooperative communities will be voting on this expanded
agreement for the future of the Cooperative.

have a new facility
constructed so that on November 30, 1995, all municipal waste
will go to the new facility without any interim period of
In 1995, the Cooperative

hopes

interruption.

Respectfully,

Joseph Moriarty
Chairman of the Board
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to

REPORT OF THE SOLID WASTE COMMITTEE
The Solid Waste Committee met monthly during the 1994
calendar year, discussing many of the same issues over and
over again. As the Committee has discovered there are not
many easy answers to the nation or Lee's solid waste
problem. What the committee has discovered is that the

amount

of

MSW

(municipal solid waste) that Lee disposes of

has increased substantially over the past few years.

When

totals were added up there was an
1994's
approximate 15% gain in tons of bulky waste received at the
transfer station.. Also there was a 6.5% increase in the
sent to the incinerator over last years totals. There was a
slight drop in the amount of waste charged to Lee by private
haulers. That drop was more than made up by the increased
that was received at the transfer station
tonnage of
(over
95 more tons disposed of in the compactor than in

MSW

MSW

1993).

Below is a list of major issues discussed by the committee
and any action recommended to the Board of Selectmen.

RECOMMENDATION

ISSUE

Unless Co-op comes up with a
Latnpreu Co-op
good plan soon, committee recommends becoming an inactive

member

of the Co-op.

Disposal Proposal from

Tumkeu Landfill
Committee sees potential

savings by hauling to a disposal site nearby; furthermore
there is no put or pay clauses. More information v^l be
available at Town Meeting.

Purchase of 40 vd compactor can
Quotes were requested and
committee recommended that Can be purchased from low
bidder

TST equipment.
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PcLuina Tipping fees for private haulers
After discussing issue for at
least 5 years, committee tentatively recommends that when
Co-op facility is shut down, private haulers be required to pay
their own disposal fees.

Hazardous Waste
To participate

HHW

a regional
day during 1995, if one at a reasonable cost can be found.
Also investigate further a new pilot program to collect paint

and

in

batteries.

many

other issues discussed including Transfer
Station policies and fees, the day to day operation of the
recycling center. Federal and State regulations. Solid Waste
budgets/ expenses, citizens concerns, stickers, enforcement,
employee certification, communication with citizens, disposal
contracts, closure and monitoring of the old "Dump,"
recycling markets, septage, et...

There were

for recyclables increased
During 1994 prices received
constantly and some are at all time highs as this report is
being written. Revenues for recyclables for the year are
expected to be well above $15,000.00. Below is a breakdown!

of 1994's Solid Waste.
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1994

Private Haulers (31.1 %)

/x-.

"^V

-

WASTE BREAKDOWN

Recyclables A, B,

v

C (22.7%

Other (2.6%)

Bulky Waste (9.8%)

Lamprey (Transfer

Station) (33.9%)

Waste Breakdown By Tons
Recyclables (A)

Glass,

Alum Cans, Steel Cans,

Cardboard, News,

Plastic,

Iron, Batteries

302 tons

(Revenue Producing)
Recyclables (B)

Swap Shop,

Salvation

Army

Bins, Leaf

and Yard Waste, Sheetrock, Used Oil
(No revenue, no disposal cost)

Stump Grinding Chips
(Some Disposal costs)

Recyclables (C)

.Tires,

Other Waste

Concrete, Bricks,

Bum

Pile

Bulky Waste

Lamprey

Incinerator

Ash

1

15 tons

1

15 tons

60 tons
230 tons

Private Haulers

Transfer Station

728 tons
793 tons

TOTAL: 2344 TONS
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
LEE CONSERVATION COMMISSION

FROM JULY

1,

1993 TO JUNE 30. 1994

development activity in the Town has
decreased the Conservation Commission has continued to be
number
in
of
activities
through
involved
a
its
responsibilities for Wetland protection. It has worked closely
with the Zoning Board of Adjustment and Planning Board with
regard to these issues throughout the year.

Although
,

The Conservation Commission has used funds assigned
to it in support of the landscaping of the Town Triangle and to
provide "earnest money" in support of the negotiations carried
out by the Selectmen for the purchase of the Bales property.
Members of the Commission have been working with other
groups in the Town to develop a recreation area on Wheelwright
Pond.

Commission is responsible for monitoring
Conservation Easements in the Town and has visited each of
It has also been
the Easement properties during the year.
working with UNH officials to obtain a Conservation Easement
on the UNH property along the Lamprey River. Because of its
activities along the River and its concerns for the River, the
Commission strongly supports the Lamprey River Management
The

Plan as

now

proposed.
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ANNUAL REPORT OF
LAMPREY RIVER ADVISORY COMMITTEE
FROM JULY 1. 1993 TO JUNE 30. 1994
when the Lee and Durham portion of the
Lamprey River came under the State's River Management
Protection Program, representatives from the two Towns
In 1989.

Department of Environmental
Lamprey I^ver Advisory Committee
(LRAC).The multi-town committee was expanded two years
ago to include representatives from Epping and Newmarket
when, through an act of the U.S. Congress, portions of the
were

by

appointed

the

Services to form the

were selected for study
Wild and Scenic Program.

through the National Parks'

river

During the past year LRAC has prepared technical
golf course along two or more miles
of riverfront in Durham and on the State's proposed
Instream flow rules for the Lamprey River and other rivers
included in the State's program.
The bulk of the
Committee's time has been devoted to creating the Lamprey

comments on a proposed

River Advisory

Management

The Plan

Plan.

based on extensive public input acquired
through public meetings, a land-owners survey and contact
with

Town

is

Government

plus,

Committee consensus. Studies

technical

research

and

of water quality, recreational

ordinances and riverfront
property owners' opinions, combined with local knowledge,
archival research and improved mapping of the River were
important ingredients for creating the Plan.
access,

wildlife

habitat,

local

The Plan contains recommendations for using and
protecting this complex river system now and in the long
Water Quality,
term.
It
is divided into five sections:
and
Historical
Instream
Flow,
Ecological
Integrity,
Each
Archaeological Resources and Public Enjoyment.
summary
goals,
information,
a
background
section includes
of relevant issues and recommended actions.
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Among

the recommendations in the Plan is support
for designation of that portion of the Lamprey that runs
through Epping, Lee, Durham and Newmarket into the
National Wild and Scenic Rivers Program. Eligibility of the
River has been established, based on its significance to
Great Bay, the diversity and integrity of wildlife habitats
along the Lamprey, the presence of a population of regionally
significant freshwater mussels (also indicators of good water
the
River's
of
importance
State-Avide
the
quality),
species and known
archeological features along the river.

anadromous

fish

and

suspected

important to note that designation as a Wild and
Scenic River would only aifect Federal actions and would
not have any effect on powers of local government. In fact, it
is the only way to ensure that local and State policies for
the River will be recognized by Federal agencies who have
control over projects such as dredging, dams or major
diversions for all the rivers in the country. Designaation
would also allow local communities to quadify for funds for
river projects and planning support from the National Park
Service, support that LRAC believes is critical to the long
term success of the Management Plan.
It is

Local endorsement of the Plan is critical for
designation of the River as a part of the Wild and Scenic
Program. LRAC has met with Selectmen, Town Councils,
Committees and Boards and with other Town officials in the
four towns to discuss thePlan and impacts of National
Additional copies of the Plan and
designation in detail.
the background documentation for it have been distributed

Town

for public review

and comment

Comments from

vcirious reviewers

to

offices

and

libraries.

have beenconsidered in

Endorsement of the Lamprey River
Management Plan has been forthcoming from most local
governing bodies and citizens.

finalizing

the

Plan.
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:

Lamprey River Advisory Committee meets
usually
on the second Tuesday of the month, and
monthly,
more often as necessary. The public is welcome to attend.
The

Representatives

Lee

-

Brian Giles

Durham - Dick Dewing
John Hatch

Sharon Meeker

Dick Lord
Judith Spang
David Funk

Kitty Miller

Dick Wellington
Chris Schoppmeyer
Kevin Martin

Newmarket
Epping

-

-
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ANNUAL REPORT OF
LEE RECREATION COMMISSION
FROM JULY 1, 1993 TO JUNE 30, 1994
We have had another successful year with the
Recreation Commission providing programs amd trips to
Our ongoing programs,
events for the residents of Lee.
such as Adult Exercise, Summer Children's Program, the
Annual Fishing Derby and the Gunstock Ski Program
continue to thrive and attract more participants each year.
With the construction at Mastway, some of our programs
have had to take a break but will be back in gear before too
long.
Still

on the top

of our chore list is establishment of

Lee is
additional athletic field space for our youngsters.
severely deficient in its facilities and we have been working
We were very
continuously to resolve the problem.
fortunate to have Eagle Scout candidate, Devin McNelly,
choose the Lee Ballfield as his Eagle project. He has taken
and
it upon himself to resurface the existing baselines
rebuild them to league specifications. It is a start but will
not solve the entire problem. Anyone with an interest in
this subject is encouraged to contact a member of the
Recreation Commission to discuss the options.

As always, the Lee Recreation Commission welcomes
community involvement. Suggestions for programs and
events are greatly appreciated and will be implemented if at
all

possible.

Respectfully submitted,

Linda Schier, Co-Chairman
Lee Recreation Commission
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Town of Lee
New Hampshire
1995

TOWN WARRANT
FLOODPLAIN ORDINANCE
BUILDING & ZONING
ORDINANCE
TOWN BUDGET
TAX RATE

TRUST FUNDS

A

1

TOWN OF LEE

INTRODUCTION

TOWN WARRANT
and

TOWN BUDGET (FORM MS-6)
These two documents are the single most important
pieces of paper at Town Meeting.
They not only
inform you, the Townspeople,
of the
money
appropriations proposed by the Selectmen for the
coming year but are the vehicle which guides how
Town Meeting is conducted.

Town Warrant:

The Town Warrant outlines in
Article Numbers the monies
requested, town officers elected and changes to any
town ordinances, amendments or regulations. It is
the "guidebook" used at Town Meeting for voting
specific

terms

by

approval or disapproval.

Town Budaet:

The Town Budget (Form MS-6) at
24 shows not only the monies requested
for next Fiscal Year 1995-1996 but, what was
approved by the Town for the current Fiscal Year
1993-1994 and what was actually spent for the
past Fiscal Year 1993-1994. (Note: a Fiscal Year
starts on July 1st and ends on June 30th).
Insert
Page 28 compares the actual expenditures of Fiscal
Year 1991-1992 to the amounts appropriated for that
Fiscal Year showing reimbursements received and
Insert Page

over/under expenditures.

TAX RATE
29 and on contain the information from
which the Tax Rate for 1994 was set. These pages
Insert Pages

show a Summary

of Inventory of property in Lee

on which the Town's valuation is set and show the
formula which the State's Department of Revenue
Administration used to set the tax rate for the town - by reviewing the town's inventory valuation,
its
appropriations and anticipated revenues and what
the town must pay to the county and the Oyster
River School District.

A3

TOWN OF LEE
TOWN WARRANT
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
of the Town of Lee, County of Strafford,
Hampshire, qualified to vote in Town affairs:

To the inhabitants
State of

New

YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED TO MEET AT THE MAST
WAY SCHOOL ON TUESDAY THE FOURTEENTH DAY OF
MARCH, 1995 TO ACT ON THE FOLLOWING SUBJECTS:
,

(Poll will

1.

To choose

all

open from 8:00 A.M.

necessary

Town

to 7:00 P.M.)

Officers for the ensuing

year.

the Town will vote to adopt the changes
proposed by the Lee Planning Board to the Lee Zoning
Ordinance pertaining to: Proposal of an ordinance for
Floodplain Development whose regulations shall apply to
all lands designated as special flood hazard areas by the
Federal Emergency Manangement Agency (FEMA) in its
Flood Insurance Rate Maps dated ^ril 2, 1986.
2.

To see

if

the Town will vote to adopt amendments
to the Building Regulations Ordinance and Zoning
Ordinances as proposed by the Lee Planning Board
Housekeeping changes within the
to:
pertaining
ordinance upon adoption of Article II.
3.

To see

if

4 through 31 will be acted upon
at the Mast Way School on
Wednesday, March 15, 1995 at 7:30 P.M.)
Articles

Town

and appropriate
the sum of one million two hundred seventy-nine
thousand nine hundred and fifty six dollars ($1,279,956)
4.

for

To see

if

general

recommend

the

municipal

will vote to raise

operations.

this appropriation)

A4

(The

Selectmen

General Government

:

5.

the

To see

sum

if

of five

Town

and appropriate
thousand dollars ($5,000) for repairs and

the

will vote to raise

improvements to the Town
recommend this appropriation)

Hall.

(The

Selectmen

Town

will vote to raise and appropriate
thousand doUars ($72,000) for the
two
the sum of seventy
purchase of new highway equipment and authorize the
6.

To see

if

the

withdrawal of
•

forty two thousand six hundred and ninety four
from the Capital Reserve Fund
dollars ($42,694)
created for that purpose (Highway Equipment) and

•

the balance of twenty nine thousand three hundred
and six dollars ($29,306) is to come from general
taxation. (The Selectmen recommend this appropriation)

7.

To see

if

the

Town

will vote to raise

and appropriate

the sum of twenty thousand dollars ($20,000) to be
deposited with the Trustees of theTrust Funds for the
purchase of new fire equipment. (The Selectmen

recommend
8.

To see

this appropriation)
if

the

Town

will vote to create

an expendable

general fund trust fund under the provisions of RSA
31:19-a, to be known as the Fire Building Maintenance
Fund, for the purpose of repairing and maintaining the
fire building and to raise and appropriate the sum of five
thousand dollars ($5,000) towards this purpose. (The
Selectmen recommend this appropriation)

To see

Town

vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of five thousand dollars ($5,000) to be added to
the Fire Building Maintenance Fund and authorize the
use/transfer of Fiscal Year 94-95 fund balance in that
amount for this purpose. (The Selectmen recommend this
9.

if

the

will

appropriation)

A6

10.

To see

if

the town will vote to raise and appropriate

the sum of one hundred and forty-five thousand dollars
($145,000) to purchase Property Tax Map 0011-00070000 owned by DR Michael S. Bales and authorize the
withdrawal of:
•

twenty three thousand two hundred and four dollars
($23,204) from the Capital Reserve Fund created for
that purpose (Land Acquisition Trust Fund) and

•

one hundred thousand five hundred and ninety-seven
dollars ($100,597) from the Capital Reserve Fund
created for that purpose (Land Use Change Tax Fund)
and

•

the balance of twenty-one thousand one hundred and
ninety nine dollars ($21,199) is to come from general

taxation.
(The Selectmen
required)

recommend

this appropriation.

Majority vote

11. To see if the town will accept the River Management
Plan drafted by the Lamprey River Advisory Committee
and its recommendation that that portion of the Lamprey
River flowing through Lee be designated a Wild and
Scenic River.
12.

To see

if

the town will vote to raise and appropriate

sum not

to exceed one hundred and fifteen thousand
dollars ($115,000) to cover the costs associated with the
construction of an addition of approximately 1,820
square feet to the existing library building on Mast Road.
These costs will include, but are not limited to,
engineering and architectural fees, site preparation,
(The
construction, landscaping and interior finish.
Selectmen do not recommend this appropriation.)

a

13. To see if the town will vote to change the purpose an
the existing Town Office Space Capital Reserve Fund to
the Town Buildings Capital Reserve Fund (2/3 vote
required) and to raise and appropriate the sum of twentyfive thousand dollars ($25,000) to be added to this newly
named fund. (The Selectmen recommend this appropriation)

A7

To see if the town will vote to establish a Board of
Cemetery Trustees in accordance with RSA 289:6
consisting of three (3) members, who shall be elected by
ballot at an annual town meeting whose purpose will be
administration of town cemeteries in accordance with
14.

RSA 298:7.
15.

To see

if

the

Town

will vote to raise

and appropriate
hundred dollars

sum of twenty thousand five
the
($20,500) for the purchase of a new police cruiser. (The
Selectmen recommend this appropriation).
the town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of twelve thousand one hundred and thirty five
dollars ($12,135) for the purchase of a new Code
Enforcement Officer vehicle. (The Selectmen recommend
16.

To see

if

this appropriation).

To see what action the town wishes to take regarding
membership in the Lamprey Cooperative (formerly the
Lamprey Solid Wast Cooperative) and the signing of a
17.

contract for future solid waste disposal.

the town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of thirteen thousand five hundred and thirty
nine dollars ($13,539) to pay the town*s assessment costs
for closure of the Lamprey Solid Waste Cooperative
Landfill. (The Selectmen recommend this appropriation)
18.

To see

if

the town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of ten thousand dollars ($10,000) to be deposited
with the Trustees of the Trust Funds for the Solid Waste
(The Selectmen recommend this
Capital Reserve Fund.
19.

To see

if

appropriation)

To see if the town of Lee will vote to raise and
20.
appropriate the sum of one thousand and five hundredd
dollars ($1,500) to be used to implement Phase One of the
access improvement plan to the town-owned property on
Wheelwright Pond and to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to expend the monies as appropriate. (By
(The
citizens petition of at least 25 registered voters).
Selectmen recommend this appropriation)
A8

the town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of ten thousand dollars ($10,000) to be deposited
with the Trustees of the Trust Funds for the
Update /Revaluation Fund. (The Selectmen recommend this
21.

To see

if

appropriation)

To see

the town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of five thousand dollars ($5,000) for the purpose
of purchase of a computerized Town Clerk/Motor
Vehicle/Voter Census Software package. (The Selectmen
22.

recommend

if

this appropriation)

the town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of nine thousand dollars ($9,000) for the purpose
of placing intrusion and fire alarms in the Town Library,
Town Omce and Police Station.
(The
Selectmen
23.

To see

recommend

if

this appropriation)

the Town will vote to raise and
and appropriate the sum of eight thousand ($8,000)
to be deposited in the Internal Service Fund for Accrued
Benefits Expendable
Trust Fund
(The
Selectmen
24.

To see

recommend

if

this appropriation)

if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
of twelve thousand nine hundred and forty three
dollars ($12,943) for the Durham Ambulance Corps (DAC).
(The Selectmen recommend this appropriation)

25.

the

To see

sum

To see

Town

and appropriate
the sum of seven thousand two hundred and eighty nine
dollars ($7,289) for the DAC to implement a Capital
Improvement Replacement budget plan, where money is
allocated and set aside annually for the replacement of
ambulances and durable equipment valued over $1,000.
26.

if

the

will vote to raise

if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of two thousand five hundred dollars ($2,500) for
the Conservation Commission.

27.

To see

A9

the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of four thousand seven hundred fifty nine dollars
($4,759) for the Regional Associations listed below: (The
Selectmen recommend this appropriation):
28.

To see

if

Strafford Regional Planning
Strafford County Comm Action

Sexual Assault Support Services

the

To see

sum

if

950
1.100

$4,759

Total:

29.

$2,709

the

Town

will

vote to raise and appropriate

of two thousand and three hundred and

fifty

dollars ($2,350) for the Health Agencies Usted below: (The
Selectmen recommend this appropriation):

$ 1 .850

Lamprey Health Care

My

500

Friends Place

$2,350

Total:

Town

will vote to raise and appropriate
for
dollars ($5,000)
thousand
the sum of five
Communicable Disease Exposure Control for the purpose
of inoculating all fire and police personnel with Hepatitis
B Vaccinations and Rabies vaccinations as appropriate.
(The Selectmen recommend this appropriation)

30.

To see

31.

come

if

the

To transact any other business which may

legally

before this meeting.

GIVEN UNDER OUR HANDS AND SEAL THIS
EIGHT DAY OF FEBRUARY

THE YEAR OF OUR LORD
NINETEEN HUNDRED AND NINETY FIVE
IN

yJay S.

Grumbling

L^Joseph P. Ford

Dwigh^E. Barney

BOARD OF SELECTMEN FOR THE TOWN OF LEE

AlO

ARTICLE n
TEXT OF PROPOSED ORDINANCE
FOR FLOODPLAIN DEVELOPMENT
Meets the

Minimum Requirements of Section 60.3(b)

of the National Flood Insurance

Program Regulations

This ordinance, adopted pursuant to the authority of

known

Town

as the

OThe regulations
regulations in the

(City)

in

this

Town

674:16, shall be
Floodplain Development Ordinance.

of Lee
ordinance

overlay and

supplement the
Zoning Ordinance, and shall be

shall

of Lee

(City)

RSA

considered part of the Zoning Ordinance for purposes of administration and
appeals under state law.
If any provision of this ordinance differs or

appears to conflict with any provision of the Zoning Ordinance or other

ordinance or regulation, the provision imposing the greater restriction or
more stringent standard shall be controlling.

The following regulations
designated

special

as

in

Management Agency (reMA)
which are declared
incorporated by reference.
2,

1986

Item
this

ordinance shall apply to

this

hazard areas by the

flood

lands

Emergency

Flood Insurance Rate Maps date d April
be a part of this ordinance and are hereby

in its

to

The following definitions shall apply only to
Floodplain Development Ordinance, and shall not be affected by, the
I

Definition of Terms:

provisions of any other ordinance of the Town/City o f

"Area of Special Flood Hazard"

Town

of

(City)

Lee

is

designated on the

"Base Flood"

-

means

-

is

Lee.

the land in the floodplain within the

subject to a one-percent or greater possibility of

flooding in any given year.

and

Federal

all

The area is designated
as Zone A.

as zone

A on the FHBM

FIRM

the flood having a one-percent possibility of being

equalled or exceeded in any given year.

"Basement"

-

means any area of a building having

sides.

"Building"

-

see "strucmre".

All

its

floor subgrade

on

all

"Development"

means any man-made change

-

improved or unimproved

grading, paving, excavation, or drilling operation.

mining, dredging,

filling,

"FEMA"

the Federal

-

to

including but not limited to buildings or other structures,

real estate,

means

"Flood" or "Flooding"

Emergency Management Agency.

means a general and temporary condition of partial

-

or complete inundation of normally dry land areas from: (1) the overflow of
inland or tidal waters, and (2) the unusual and rapid accumulation or runoff

of surface waters from any source.

"Flood Insurance Rate

Map" (FIRM)

with this ordinance, on which

-

FEMA

means an

official

map

has delineated both the special flood

hazard areas and the risk premium zones applicable to the

Lee

incorporated

Town

(City)

of_

.

"Floodplain" or "Flood-prone area"

means any land area

-

susceptible to

being inundated by water from any source (see definition of "Flooding").

"Flood proofmg"

-

means any combination of

structural

and non-structural

which reduce or eliminate
property, water and sanitation

additions, changes, or adjustments to structures

flood

damage

to real estate or

facilities, structures

"Floodway"

-

and

real

their contents.

see "Regulatory Floodway".

"Functionally dependent use"

intended purpose unless
water.

improved

The term

is

it

-

means a use which cannot perform

its

located or carried out in close proximity to

includes only docking and port faciUties that are necessary

for the loading/unloading of cargo or passengers,

and ship building/repair

but does not include long-term storage or related manufacturing

facilities
facilities.

"Highest adjacent grade"

ground surface prior

to

-

means

the highest natural elevation of the

construction next to the proposed walls of a

structure.

"Historic Structure"

means any

-

structure that

is:

(a)

Listed individually in the National Register of Historic Places

(a

listing

maintained

preliminarily

by

the

determined by the
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Department
Secretary

of

of the

Interior)

Interior

or
as

meeting the requirements for individual

listing

on

the National

Register;

(b)

Certified or preliminarily determined

by the Secretary of the

Interior as contributing to the historical significance of a registered
historic

or a district

district

preliminarily

determined by the

Secretary to qualify as a registered historic district;

(c)

Individually listed on a state inventory of historic places in

with

states

historic

approved by the Secretary of the
(d)

programs

preservation

which

have been

Interior; or

Individually listed on a local inventory of historic places in

communities with

historic preservation

programs that have been

certified either:

By an ^proved

1)

state

program as determined by the

Secretary of the Interior, or

Directly by the Secretary of the Interior in

2)

states

without approved programs.

"Lowest Floor"

-

means

the lowest floor of the lowest enclosed area

An

unfinished or flood resistant enclosure, usable

(including basement).

solely for parking of vehicles, building access or storage in

than a basement area

is

an area other

not considered a building's lowest floor; provided,

that such an enclosure is not built so as to render the structure in violation

of the applicable non-elevation design requirements of this ordinance.

"Manufactured Home"
sections,

which

is built

-

means a

structure, transportable in

on a permanent chassis and

or without a permanent foundation

when connected

is

one or more

designed for use with

to the required utiUties.

For floodplain management purposes the term "manufactured home"
includes park trailers, travel trailers, and other similar vehicles placed on
site for greater

"Mean sea
1929

or

than 180 days.

level"

-

means

datum,

other

to

which base flood

community's Flood Insurance Rate
"100-year flood"

-

Datum (NGVD) of
elevations shown on a

the National Geodetic Vertical

Map are referenced.

see "base flood"
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"Recreational Vehicle"

-

defined as:

is

A. built on a single chassis;

400 square

B.

feet or less

when measured

horizontal

at the largest

projection;

C. designed to be self-propelled or permanenUy towable by a light

duty truck; and

D

.designed primarily not for use as a permanent dwelling but as

temporary living quarters for recreational, camping, travel
or seasonal use.

"Regulatory floodway"

means

-

and the adjacent land areas

that

the channel of a river or other watercourse

must be reserved

in order to discharge the

These areas are

base flood without increasing the water surface elevation.
designated as floodways on the

Hood Boundary and Hoodway M^.

means an area having flood, mudslide, and/or
flood-related erosion hazards, and shown on an FHBM or FIRM as zone A,
AO, Al-30, AE, A99, AH, VO, Vl-30, VE, V, M, or E. (See - "Area of
"Special flood hazard area"

-

Special Flood Hazard")

"Structure"

-

means

for floodplain

management purposes, a walled and

roofed building, including a gas or liquid storage tank, that

is

principally

above ground, as well as a manufactured home.
"Start of Construction"

date

the

building

-

includes substantial improvements, and

permit

was

provided

issued,

the

construction, repair, reconstruction, placement, or other

within 180 days of the permit date.

The

actual start

pouring of slab or footings, the installation of

the

start

of

actual

improvement was

means

placement of permanent construction of a structure on

means

either the first

site,

such as the

piles, the construction of

columns, or any work beyond the stage of excavation; or the placement of a

manufactured home on a foundation.

Permanent construction does not
include land preparation, such as clearing, grading and filling; nor does it
include the installation of streets and/or walkways; nor does it include
excavation for a basement, footings, piers, or foundations or the erection of

temporary forms; nor does

it

include the installation on the property of

accessory buildings, such as garages or sheds not occupied as dwelling units
or part of the main structure.

damage"
whereby the

"Substantial
structure

-

means damage of any

origin

cost of restoring the structure to
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its

sustained by a
before

damaged

condition would equal or exceed 50 percent of the market value of the
structure before the

damage occurred.

Improvement"

"Substantial

means

-

any

combination

of

reconstruction, alteration, or improvements to a structure in

cumulative cost equals or exceeds

fifty

The market value of the

structure.

value prior to the start of the

to

when

occur

structure should equal: (1) the appraised

initial repair

or improvement, or (2) in the

this definition, "substantial

affects

external

the

damage

improvement"

the first alteration of any wall, ceiling,

structural part of the building

which the

percent of the market value of the

case of damage, the value of the structure prior to the

For the purposes of

repairs,

This

occurring.

considered
or other

floor,

commences, whether or not

dimensions of the structure.

is

that alteration

term includes

which have incurred substantial damage, regardless of actual
repair work performed. The term does not, however, include any project for
improvement of a structure required to comply with existing health,
structures

which are

sanitary, or safety code specifications

safe living conditions or

solely necessary to assure

any alteration of a "historic structure", provided

that the alteration will not preclude the structure's continued designation as

a "historic structure".

"Water surface elevation"
Geodetic Vertical
of

specified)

-

means

the height, in relation to the National

Datum (NGVD)

floods

of

various

of

1929,

magnitudes

(or

and

other

datum,

frequencies

where
in

the

shall review all building permit applications for

new

floodplains.

Item

The building inspector

II

construction or substantial improvements to determine whether proposed

building sites will be reasonably safe from flooding. If a proposed building
site

is

located in a special flood hazard area,

substantial

(i)

improvements

all

new

construction or

shall:

be designed (or modified) and adequately anchored to prevent

floatation, collapse, or lateral

movement of

the structure resulting

from hydrodynamic and hydrostatic loads, including the
buoyancy,
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effects of

be constructed with materials resistant

(ii)

(iii)

to flood

damage,

be constructed by methods and practices that minimize flood

damages,
(iv)

be constructed with electrical, heating, ventilation, plumbing,

and

air

conditioning equipment, and other service faciUties that are

designed and/or located so as

to

prevent water from entering or

accumulating within the components during conditions of flooding.

Item TIL
or replacement water and sewer systems (including on-site

Where new

systems) are proposed in a special flood hazard area the applicant shall

provide the Building Inspector with assurance that these systems will be

minimize or eliminate infiltration of flood waters into the
systems and discharges from the systems into flood waters, and on-site
waste disposal systems will be located to avoid impairment to them or

designed

to

contamination from them during periods of flooding.

Item IV.

For

all

new

or substantially improved structures located in special flood

hazard areas, the applicant shall furnish the following information

to the

building inspector:

(i)

the as-built elevation (in relation to

NGVD)

of the lowest floor

(including basement) and include whether or not such structures

contain a basement.

(ii)

if

the structure has

relation to

(iii)

any

been floodproofed, the as-built elevation

(in

NGVD) to which the structure was floodproofed.

certification of floodproofing.

The Building Inspector
furnish such information

shall maintain for public inspection,

upon request.
Item V.
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and

shall

The Building Inspector
certifies

that

all

shall not grant a building permit until the applicant

necessary

have been received from

pennits

governmental agencies from which approval
law, including Section

Amendments of

404 of

the Federal

those

is required by federal or state
Water Pollution Control Act

1972, 33 U. S. C. 1334.

Item VI.
1.
In riverine situations, prior to the alteration or relocation of a
watercourse the applicant for such authorization shall notify the Wetlands

Board of the

New Hampshire

Environmental Services Department and

submit copies of such notification

RSA

the copies required by the

Building Inspector, in addition to

to the

482- A:3.

Further, the applicant

shall be

required to submit copies of said notification to those adjacent communities
as determined by the Building Inspector, including notice of all scheduled

hearings before the Wetlands Board

2.

The applicant

shall

submit

Building Inspector, certification

the

to

provided by a registered professional engineer, assuring that the flood
carrying capacity of an altered or relocated watercourse can and will be

maintained.

The Building Inspector shall obtain, review, and reasonably utilize any
floodway data available from Federal, State, or other sources as criteria for
requiring that all development located Zone A meet the following floodway
3.

requirement:

"No encroachments, including

fill,

new

construction, substantial

improvements, and other development are allowed within the
floodway that would result in any increase in flood levels within
the

community during

the base flood discharge."

Item VII.

1.

In

unnumbered

A zones

the Building Inspector shall obtain, review,

and

reasonably utilize any 100-year flood elevation data available from any
federal, state or other source including data submitted for

proposals submitted to the

community

(i.e.
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development

subdivisions, site approvals).

2.

The Building

used as

Inspector's 100-year flood elevation determination will be

criteria for requiring in

a.

All

new

structures

zone

A that:

construction or substantial improvement of residential

have the lowest floor (including basement) elevated

to or

above the 100-year flood elevation;
b.

That

new

all

non-residential

structures

basement) elevated
with attendant

construction or substantial improvements of

to or

utility

have

the

lowest

above the 100- year flood

and sanitary

level; or together

facilities, shall:

be floodproofed so that below the

(i)

elevation

the

substantially

(including

floor

structure

impermeable

is

100-year flood

watertight

with

to the passage of water;

components capable of
hydrostatic and hydrodynamic loads and the
buoyancy; and
have

(ii)

(iii)

walls

structural

resisting
effects of

be certified by a registered professional engineer or

architect that the design

and methods of construction are

accordance with accepted standards of practice for

in

meeting the provisions of this section;

c.

All manufactured

homes

to

be placed or substantially improved

within special flood hazard areas shall be elevated on a permanent

foundation such that the lowest floor of the manufactured
at or

home

is

above the 100 year flood elevation; and be securely anchored

to resist floatation, collapse, or lateral

anchoring

may

movement.

Methods of

include, but are not limited to, use of over-the-top

or frame ties to ground anchors. This requirement

is in

addition to

applicable state and local anchoring requirements for resisting

wind

forces;

(THE ABOVE MANUFACTURED HOME REQUIREMENT
EXCEEDS THE MINIMUM NFIP REQUIREMENTS THE
COMMUNITY MAY CHOOSE A LESS RESTRICTIVE
REQUIREMENT THAT ALLOWS MANUFACTURED
HOMES LOCATED IN EXISTING, UNIMPROVED,
UNDAMAGED PORTIONS OF MH PARKS TO BE
SEE
ELEVATED ONLY 3 FEET ABOVE GRADE.
-
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SEPTEMBER 29, 1989 FEDERAL
REGULATION CHANGE.)

FOR

All recreational vehicles placed on sites within Zones Al-30,

d.

AH, and AE
(i)

REGISTER

be on the

(ii)

shall either:

site for

fewer than 180 consecutive days;

be fully licensed and ready for highway use;or

(iii)

meet

all

standards of Section 60.3 (b) (1) of the National

Rood

Insurance Program Regulations and the elevation and anchoring

requirements for "manufactured homes" in Paragraph

(c) (6) of

Section 60.3.

e.

For

all

new

construction and substantial improvements, fully

enclosed areas below the lowest floor that are subject to flooding
are permitted provided they
the enclosed area

is

meet the following requirements:

(1)

unfinished or flood resistant, usable solely for

the parking of vehicles, building access or storage; (2) the area

is

not a basement; (3) shall be designed to automatically equalize
hydrostatic flood forces on exterior walls by allowing for the entry

and

exit of floodwater.

Designs for meeting

this

requirement must

by a registered professional engineer or architect
meet or exceed the following minimum criteria: A
minimimi of two openings having a total net area of not less than
one square inch for every square foot of enclosed area subject to
flooding shall be provided. The bottom of all openings shall be no
higher than one foot above grade. Openings may be equipped with

either be certified

or must

screens, louvers, or other coverings or devices provided that they

permit the automatic entry and exit of floodwater.

Item VIII. Variances and Appeals:

1.

Any

inspector

order, requirement, decision

made under

this

ordinance

of Adjustment as set forth in

2.

or determination of the building

may

be appealed to the Zoning Board

RSA 676:5.

upon appeal, requests a variance as authorized by RSA
the applicant shall have the burden of showing in addition to

If the applicant,

674:33,

1(b),

the usual variance standards under state law:
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(a) that the variance will

not result in increased flood heights,

additional threats to public safety, or extraordinary public expense.

(b) that if the requested variance is for activity within a designated

regulatory floodway, no increase in flood levels during the base

flood discharge will result.
(c) that the

variance

flood hazard, to afford

3.

is

the

minimum

relief.

The Zoning Board of Adjustment

that: (i) the

shall notify the applicant in writing

issuance of a variance to construct below the base flood level

will result in increased

premium

rates for flood insurance

high as $25 for $100 of insurance coverage and
the base flood level increases risks to life
shall

4.

necessary, considering the

shall

(i)

its

maintain a record of
(ii)

annual or biennial report submitted

Insurance Administrator.
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to

amounts as

Such

notification

actions.

including their justification for their issuance, and
issued in

up

such construction below

and property.

be maintained with a record of all variance

The community

(ii)

all

variance actions,

report such variances
to

FEMA's

Federal

m

ARTICLE
PROPOSED CHANGES TO LEE ZONING ORDINANCE
AND BUILDING REGULATIONS

PROPOSED ZONING ORDINANCE CHANGES
The following changes would occur if adopted:
Proposed amendment/changes to the Lee Zoning Ordinance
regarding Article XIX (new Article) regarding the Town of Lee
Model Floodplain Development Ordinance; if adopted, this
amendment would define and apply to all lands designated as
special flood hazard areas by the Federal Emergency Management
Agency. This Article, (Article XEX, Model Floodplain Ordinance)
will take the place of Article Vm (Flood Hazard Area) of the 1994
This amendment is primarily a
Lee Building Regulations.
housekeeping change within the Ordinance. The Town has been
part of the Floodplain program for many years.
ordinance is written as Article III in this insert).

Amend

B)

underlined) Article

the

Lee Zoning Ordinance

XIX Zoning Board

changing Article number only to
1)

Amend

(The entire

(changes are

of Adjustment as written,

Article

by

XX

the Lee Zoning Ordinance Article

Nonconforming Uses as written, by changing
to Article XXI

Article

XX

number only

the Lee Zoning Ordinance Article XXI
Enforcement as written, by changing Article number only to
Article XXII
2)

Amend

.

Amend

the Lee Zoning Ordinance Article XXII Penalty
as written, by changing Article number only to Article XXIII
3)

.

4)

Amendments
Article XXIV

the Lee Zoning Ordinance Article XXm
as written, by changing Article number only to

Amend
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Amend

the Lee Zoning Ordinance Article XXIV
Conflicting Provisions as written, by changing Article number
only to Article XXV
5)

.

the Lee Zoning Ordinance Article XXV
Savings Clause as written, by changing Article number only to
6)

Article

XXVI

Amend

.

PROPOSED BUILDING REGULATION CHANGES
Also to

C)

amend The Town

1994 Building
amend and update the
of Lee

to
Regulation Ordinance Article VrQ,
follov^ong changes: (changes are Underlined)

Amend

VHI of the 1994 Lee Building
Regulations Flood Hazard Area to be deleted.
1)

Article

Amend The

Lee Building Regulations Article IX
Zoning Re gulations as written by changing Article number only to
Also amending this Article to add section F: Flood
Article VIII
Hazard Areas shall complv with the Town of Lee Model Floodplain
Ordinance as set forth in the Lee Zoning Ordinance Article XIX
2)

.

.

Amend The

Lee Building Regulations Article X.
Minimum Building Standards as written by changing Article
number only to Article IX
3)

.

Amend The

Lee Building Regulations Article XI
Safety Clause as written by changing Article
4)

Construction
number only to Article

X

.

Amend The

Lee Building Regulations Article XII
Occupancy Permits as written by changing Article number only
to Article XI
5)

.

.

Xni

.

Amend The

Lee Building Regulations Article
Enforcement as written by changing Article number only to
6)

Article XII

.
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Amend The

7)

XIV Board
.

Lee Building Regulations Article

of Adjustment as written by changing Article

number

only to Article XIII
8)

XV Amendment
.

Article

Amend The Lee Building Regulations Article
as written by changing Article number only to

XIV

Amend the Lee Building Regulations Article
as written by changing Article number only to

9)

XVI.

Amended

Article

XV

.

Amend the Lee Building Regulations Article
as written by changing Article number only to

10)

XVII.

Amended

Article XVI.
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION

Form MS-6

MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION
61 So. Spring St

Concord.

NH

.

PO

Box 457

03302-0457

(603)271-3397

BUDGET OF THE TOWN
OF

N.H.

LEE

Appropriations and Estimates of

July

From

Revenue

for

the Ensuing Year January

1

19

IMPORTANT: Please read

the

new RSA 32:5

95

applicable to

all

Date

19

to

December 31 19
,

or for Fiscal Year

19

96

municipalities.

requires this budget be prepared on a "gross" basis, showing
hearing must be held on this budget.

When completed,

.

June 30

to

It

clerk,

1

all

revenues and appropriations. At least one public

a copy of the budget must be posted with the warrant. Another copy must be placed on
to the Department of Revenue Administration at the address above.

file

with the town

and a copy sent

^£S//^S^
SELECMEN (PLEASE

THIS

SIGN

.. ,

IN INK)

^

BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE TOWN WARRANT

(Rev. 1993)
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l^gQA-l

Accl.
.

No.

9<-)5

1993-1904

I

oqs_l9g,5

iaq4-li^as

PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATION
W.A.
No.

(RSA31:4)

Acct.

No.

]^oq5_-,oq^,

_i^qq3_iqg4

Appropriations
Prior Year

Actual
Expenditures

As Approved

Prior Year

APPROPRIATIONS
ENSUING FISCAL

YEAR

^yORA
"

(Recommended)

_

Sub-Totals (from page 2)

CULTUREAND RECREATION"

yi

iiuDo:

3-X

1,500

4520 "Parks and Rec reation
_^
"OystefRivef Youth As soaation

S^SQO-.
lh^3J-l^.

TiBrary^

4582

T^atnotic

JZjllflll

Expenses

"CONSERVATTON'
4612~Purcnase'6f7Jatural Resources

1,500.

.^.5iia-

"REDEVELOPMENT AND HOUSING"
"ECONOMIC DEVEUOPHENT

DEBT SERVICE
4711
4721
4723

Princ -Long Term Bo nds & N otes
Interest-Long Term Bonds &TTotes
Interes on T,

8.000

8,00(L

"CAPrrALOyTLAY__

JL

10,000
S ,000

^GUIQO.

s:^

OOP
6,b6Q

6,290

3, TOIL

5

8,000.

9,880
7,369

"RbadlTeconstruction

Town

Building Improvements
Fire Building Repairs

Durtiam Arnbulance
Tno
'

mCWjdKSOtaeC

Replacem^

ceo vehicle

«9g(y Wheelwright:

Pond

Library Capital Imp rovements

TOiaaafe)MaM5rgX
^aQXntjTjgKjgK

Town Clerk S
Intrusion&Fire

Transfer Station Fence
Police Cruiser

Dump

Cannister

Microfilm

ii

Town Records

OPERATING

ERS"

Highway Equipment""
Fire Equipment
Waste Fund
Recreation Commission Fund
Land Use Tax Tmst Fund
Revaluation Fund
W1 rhdraval Frnm Capiral

HKI.P!

1

1^0 Q._

115,000.

700

539

.

'

?5,PPP.
77 000

J^AK1Q_
40,000

.

.

2SISMT
IP, POO.

IQ.OQQ5, PPP
6 750
,

,

OOP

,

IP. OO P

4P,P00.
6,000
10 PPP
1

,

145 ,0QQ.

j3

is:

5

13
.

lO.PQIL

tfLj4

Rp.s

Fire Building Trust Fund
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS

,

9,000.

2, 500

J^

Solid

7.7.89

12.11 5.

15,600
5,000

JS

Bales Pro erty Purchase"
49 1 4 To P roprieta ry F undsT
Internal Service Fund
und (Accrued
(Ac
Benefits)
4915 .TOXsateKiXHaaMi
6X Twn Bides

,000.

')

.

Ab

^^

^IBWXKKOUaMaiK Communicable"
Lamprey
ney Coop Closure Fee

5

_

1P-PP0

OOP

190, OOP

LO.OOO,

5^^
1,

623,

75

3.

i

1,3 3 7,942.3 5

1,796,4 71,

We

ask ytiur assistance in (he following: If you have a line item of appropriation which is made up of appropriations
(I) warrant article, please use the space below to identify the make-up of the line total. We hope
(his will expedite the tax rate process by reducing the number nf inquiries from this office.

from more than one
Acct.

W.A.

Ami.

Acct.

i

W.A.

i

Amt.

^, 7^1

T^O
Qg

• * Amounts Not Recommended
by Selectmen '
These amounts are not included in the recommended column.

Warrant Article

If

S

Amount

Warrant Article

3-
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It

S

Amount

1994-1995

W.A.
No.

Acct.

No.

TAXES

3120

Land Use Change Taxes

3180

Resident Taxes

3185
3186
3189
3190

in

ACTUAL
REVENUE

ESTIMATED

Prior Year

Prior Year

Ensuing Fiscal

(omit cents)

(omit cents)

REVENUE
Year

500

5, (inn

-5,400

Lieu of Taxes

l.QQQ

6 ]R
1. 76 6

,06 5

1.065

-00,000
100,000

494.256

:50.000

12.000
3.000
6.500

251.760
10,875
2.523
7.310

12

1

Other Taxes

& Penalties on Delinquent Taxes

Interest

1995-1996

REVENUE

(omit cents)

Yield Taxes

Paymeni

1993-1^94

•ESTIMATED

SOURCE OF REVENUE

?.

^

5 nno
^5,400
.

.

il

4

1

1

,000
.Oh5

400 noo
100,000
,

161 ,55n

.:

Inventory Penalties

LICENSES. PERMITS AND FEES
Business Licenses and Permits

3210
3220

Motor Vehicle Permit Fees

3230

Building Permits

3290

Other Licenses. Permits & Fees

(TownHal|

PBOtKPEQaXKBflTOffltttEMITownCleifk
3319

250,000.
i?.,ono.

3.000
6,500.

Other

FROM STATE

sormn

3351

Shared Revenue

46

3353

Highway Block Grant

59.995

62.325

50,000.

3354

Water Pollution Grants

34.921

34.921

-0-

3355

Housing and Community Development

3356
3357

State

3359

Other (including Railroad Tax)

& Federal

Forest Land

,2?.?.

.

38 3

Reimbursement

Flood Control Reimbursement

FROM OTHER GOVERNMENT
3379

Revenues|^gH?^ X i d

Intergovernmental

CHARGES FOR SERVICES
3401

Income from Departments

3409

Other Charges

9,998.

10,000
6.00Q

Rpryrlahlps

8, 72

1

10,000
IQ.OQQ.

.

MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES
3501

Sale of Municipal Property

3502

Interest

on Investments

3509

Other

Bank Acct Interes t

18.000

.

INTERFUND OPERATING TRANSFERS
3912
3913
3914

4

^^^^f?|pnr

.000.

26. 74i

30,000

IN

Revenue Fund
Fund
Enterprise Fund
Sewer
Special

Capital Projects

Water

•

Electric

—

3915

Capital Reserve

3916

Trust

Fund

Voted Firp

190,000.

Trl):

145.000.

and Agency Funds

OTHER FINANCING SOURCES
3934

Proc. from

Long Term Notes & Bonds

General Fund Balance

Tn t a
For Municipal

Unreserved Fund Balance
Fund Balance Voted From Surplus
Fund Balance to be Retained
Fund Balance Remaining to Reduce Taxes

TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS
'EntBr m this column ihe numOers whKh

96 9. 1Q3.

]

.2 34

.330

|1

,nQft.Q65

Use
>

< $
< $

were revised ana approved

tjy

DRA and

which appear on the MS-4 lorm

Total Appropriations

Less:

Amount

Amount

of

of

Taxes

Estimated Revenues, Exclusive of Property Taxes
to

be Raised (Exclusive

of

School and County Taxes)

BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF

,N.H.
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS & EXPENDITURES
FOR FISCAL YEAR 93-94
Title of Appropriation

FORMULATION OF

1994

TAX RATE

1
< >
^.

(-

«

Property

Owned by Comnnunity Organizations
Land

Map
TOWN OF LEE
Tax

01-06-00
03-05-00
10-02-03
10-02-05
11-05-00
11-05-01
11-06-01

Bldg (B)

Valuation

|

17.84

L
L
L
L

80.37
2.86

L/B
L/B

Cherry Lane

0.50

Newtown

7.91

Road
Steppingstone Road
Plains

Steppingstone

9.70

Rd

Mast Rd/Transfer Sta
Mast Rd/Fire Station
Mast Rd/Police Sta

Town
11-10-09
13-01-00
18-13-00
23-01-03
28-08-00
28-08-01
28-09-00

Acres

Location

(L)

1.12

B
L/B

Hall/Library

Wheelwright Pond
James Farm Road

2.27
2.45

L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L

4.13

L/B

1.22

L
L
L
L

21.00
14.79
6.66

West Mill Pond Road
County Line Road
Lee Hill Cemetery

4.01

2.34

Cemetery Addition
Decato Drive
35-03-01 Wadleigh FaUs Road
35-03-06 Wadleigh Falls Road

2.01
1.00

$1,300
$21,200
$26,000
$81,500
$469,300
$131,400
$112,400
$462,900
$164,100
$79,700
$64,500
$1,100
$71,400
$76,100
$34,600
$90,100
$35,800

TOWN OF DURHAM
|

05-06-01
06-07-07
09-03-00
09-03-01
15-01-09

SnellRoad
Old Concord Road
Canity Road

16.00

Garrityroad
Packers Falls Road

4.12
26.00

$84,000
$32,200
$160,700
$41,200
$307,000

UNIVERSITY OF NH
04-02-01
09-01-14
30-04-00
33-03-00
33-03-02
34-03-00

Route 4
GarrityRoad
Lee Hook Road
Lee Hook Road
Lee Hook Road

16.23
11.25

110.00

200.63
5.17
12.75

WiswallRoad

L/B
L/B
L/B
L/B
L/B

L

$601,100
$111,800
$550,500
$615,000
$110,500
$93,200

OYSTER RIVER SCHOOL
1

1-U^-UZ

Mast

way

Llementary

LEE CHURCH CONGREGA
11-06-00

9.14

L/B

$1,201,900

11.80

L/B

$455,100

13.33
0.53

L/B

$251,300
$56,000

0.38
0.38

L/B

|

Mast Road

STATE OF NH
04-06-01
04-07-01

PinkhamRoad
Rte 125/Lee Circle

JEREMIAH SMITH GRANGE
28-07-01
28-07-04

L

|

Lee Hook Road
Lee Hook Road

TOTAL EXEMPT PROPERTY:
A31

L

$201,300
$22,100
$6,818,300

SUMMARY OF INVENTORY
FOR ASSESSING YEAR 1994
Inventory Categories

LEE TRUSTEES
REPORT of TRUST and CAPITAL RESERVE FUNDS
1993/1994

LEE TRUSTEES
REPORT of TRUST and CAPITAL RESERVE FUNDS
1993/1994

ANNUAL REPORT OF
THE PLANNING BOARD
FROM JULY 1. 1993 TO JUNE 30. 1994
During the past year the Planning Board reviewed and approved
adjustments. These properties are located on
Spencer Lane; Jenkins Lane; Route 152; Route 125 and

five (5) lot line

Pinkham Road.
Subdivision applications were reviewed and approved for
properties located on Pinkham Road and Wednesday Hill Road.
Site Review applications were reviewed and accepted for
The
properties located off Spencer Lane and Route 155-A.
board also had various consultations throughout the year.

The Board has also worked on updating the Town of Lee
Master Plan and has held various public meetings and work
sessions. The process is continuing and is expected to be
completed in the coming fiscal year. The Board would like to
thank all of the Department Heads, Boards and Committees for
there continuing support and input through this process as it
continues.

The Board regretfully accepted the resignation of Charles
Ashley. Mr. Ashley was appointed to the Board in 1986. Mr.
Ashley was a dedicated member of the Board who spent many
hours working on projects and committees. Although no longer
on the Planning Board, Mr. Ashleyhas agreed to remain on the
Master Plan Committee through it's completion. The Board is
pleased Mr. Ashley will continue to be a member of the Master
Plan Committee, his expertise in Master Planning matters are of
great value to the Town.

We would like to welcome Bob Moynihan to the Planning
Board. Mr. Moynihan is a Professor of Civil Technology and
Surveying at UNH. Mr. Moynihan is a Licensed Land Surveyor
(L.L.S.) and a Professional Engineer (P.E.). Mr. Moynihan's
expertise v^ll be of great benefit for the Board and the Town.
The Planning Board would
to thank all the Department
their support and input.

like to take this opportunity
Heads, Boards and Committees for

Respectfully submitted,

John LaCourse, Chairman
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Report from the Zoning Board of Adjustment
July 1, 1993 to June 30. 1994
During the 1993-94 fiscal year, action was taken by the
Zoning Board of Adjustment on twelve (12) applications.

Adjustment reviewed and acted on
four 4) special exceptions, five (5) variance requests, and three
appeals from an administrative decision of the Code
(3)
Enforcement Officer.
Variances were granted to George & Linda Mercier to
construct a single family house 20 feet from the wetlands

The Zoning Board

of

conservation zone. Robert Callioras of Lee Circle Grocery was
granted a variance for the installation of fuel pumps 58 feet
from the front property ine and 25 feet from the northern
Also a variance was granted to Steve Woodruff to
sideline.
temporarily place a manufactured home on a vacant house lot
while a single family residence was being constructed
thereupon.

George & Linda
a single family house within

Special exceptions were granted

to

Mercier to construct a driveway for
45 feet from wetlands conservation zone. A special exception
was granted to Whitney Scott to permit the construction of
streets, roads, and utilities v^thin 75 feet of the wetlands
conservation zone, being an access road leading to a proposed
six unit condominium project. Richard and Cathy Gibb were
granted a special exception to utilize the bottom floor of their
residence for a daycare facility.

There were three (3) appeal from an administrative
decision of the Code Enforcement Officer. An appeal from an
administrative decision of the Code Enforcement Officer was
made by Whitney Scott pertaining to the application process for
a proposed condominium project under the 1994 Town of Lee
Zoning Ordinance and was upheld by the Zoning Board of
Adjustment. An appeal from an administrative decision of the
Town of Lee Zoning Ordinance was made by Armand & Patricia
Vallee with regard to frontage on a comer lot was upheld by the
Zoning Boaird of Adjustment. An appeal from an administrative
decision was made by John Allen on property owned by the
Heirs of James Wiggin. The appeal was to construct a single
family house on a Class VI road, being Cherry Lame. The appeal
was approved by the Zoning Board of Adjustment.
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Applications denied by the Zoning Board consist of a
special exception request from Whitney Scott to permit
construction of streets, roads and utilities within 75 feet of
wetlands conservation zone; a variamce request made by
Armand & Patricia Vallee regarding frontage requirements on a

comer

lot

was withdrawn.

All applications are

Zoning and are available

on

file

for review

at the office of Planning

and

by the public upon request.

The Zoning Board of Adjustment would like to extend
our thanks to all the Boards and Department heads who
generously provide recommendations and comments on these
applications.

Respectfully Submitted,
Dale Swanson, Chairman
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ANNUAL REPORT OF
FRIENDS OF THE LEE LIBRARY
FROM JULY 1. 1993 TO JUNE 30, 1994
The Friends of the Lee Library is a group of patrons
who help and support the Library in the Lee community. The
group is also recognized by the New Hampshire Association of
Library Friends. All Friend's meetings and programs are open
to the public and you may become a member at any time.
Membership dues are $ 5.00 per person and $10.00 per
family; this year our group had over 100 memberships for the
first time.

We had

a very

year of meetings and activities. Our
on topics ranging from
speakers

full

featured
meetings
antiquarian Books to Massage Therapy and two new activities
included a Holiday Hour Tour of six Lee homes and a series of
three "Evenings To Remember". These three evenings gave us
a chance to record many reminiscences of Lee's past by longtime residents.

The generous financial support of members through
dues and contributions, as well as fund-raising from our Flea
Market, House Tour and refreshment sale at Town Meeting,
allowed us to make contributions to the Library in several
areas. The Friends donated $ 500.00 to the Computer Fund
and helped to pay for some additional new shelving which
greatly improves our Library facility. We also funded passes
for the Currier Gallery in Manchester and the Christa
McAuliffe Planetarium in Concord which are available to
patrons free of charge. A $ 50.00 donation to the Summer
Reading Program, several new reference books and many
similar smaller items were made available through the
support of the Friends group.
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Thank you for all your help in our activities this year; it
took a lot of community involvement beyond our membership
to sponsor a large event like the Holiday House Tour and to
have success in our attempts to capture some personal
memories

more recent

you haven't been
the Library recently, please stop in and see how much it has
offer. The Lee Library appreciates your "Friendship".
of Lee's

history.

Respectfully submitted:

Lynn Kuegel, President
Friends of the Lee Library
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to
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
LEE LIBRARY TRUSTEES
FROM JULY 1, 1993 TO JUNE
1993/94

BALANCE FWD:
RECEIFIS:

10.97

30,

1994

1992/93
118.20

REPORT OF THE
WHEELWRIGHT POND RECREATIONAL AREA
(also called

Durgin Preserve)

of Lee, in 1987, purchased a 21 acre parcel
of land (currently referred to as Durgin Preserve) with 850
feet of shore frontage on Wheelwright Pond. The property is
the last tract of undeveloped land around the pond as well as

The town

the only publicly owned parcel. Although the parcel is land
locked, the town also has a deeded right-of-way (ROW) over
an abutter's land that terminates at State Route 125. The
is an old logging road that is currently only suitable for
access by foot or possibly four-wheel drive vehicles.

ROW

The Wheelvmght Pond Committee was created by

local

citizens to improve the accessibility of Durgin Preserve, and
its shore frontage on Wheelvmght Pond, to the public in order
to increase the different types of recreational usage for the
property. The committee's original intent was to examine the
feasibility of constructing a sandy beach and picnic area.
After examination of this idea by the committee and
personnel from the NH Wetlands Bureau, the construction of
a beach appeared to be infeasible.

The committee then requested the services of Strafford
County District Conservationist, Tillman Marshall, to develop
a plan to improve the access to the Durgin Preserve property
while minimizing the environmental impact. In general, the
plan entails:
•

Purchase of an easement from the abutter which will
include the current ten (10) foot v^de ROW plus and extra
three (3) feet on either side of the ROW for travel clearance
and two ten (10) foot wide by fifty (50) feet long turnouts.

•

Clearance and improvement of the dirt logging road
(including the ROW and proposed turnouts) to a point on
the eastern edge of the town property where the road
comes v^thin 50-75 feet of the water's edge.
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Development of a handicapped-accessible recreation
that will

30-50

trail

roughly parallel the water's edge at a distance of

feet

from the shoreline.

Clearing and development of a dirt parking area for six
vehicles with one space targeted for handicap access. The
parking area will be located near the terminus of the
access road and at the head of the recreational trail.
Clearing of a path from the recreational trail to the water's
edge for a public boat access to Wheelwright Pond.
Access would be limited to canoes or other small boats
that can be carried in from the parking lot.

Construction of a

float

with a walkway out to deeper

water.
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ANNUAL REPORT OF
DURHAM AMBULANCE CORPS
FROM JULY 1, 1993 TO JUNE 30, 1994
The Durham Ambulance Corps,

is a private .non-profit
volunteer Corporation. Since its incorporation in 1968,
the Corps, has provided continuous 24-hour emergency

ambulance

service to

University of

Durham,

New Hampshire.

Lee,

Madbury and the

Staffed with volunteers

and

one full-time Manager, the Corps, has greatly improved
level of patient care from the minimal services of
Advanced First Aid in 1968 to the various levels of
Advanced Life Support currently provided in its service
its

The Durham Ambulance Corps, takes pride in
over a quarter-century tradition of providing some of the
most sophisticated and progressive emergency care in the
area.

area.

1994, the Corps, responded to767 calls, a slight
increase over our 1993 call volume of 755. There were
285 calls in Durham (not including UNH), 270 calls on
the UNH campus, 129 calls in Lee, 46 calls in Madbury
plus the Corps, responded with mutual aid to other
communities 37 times.
In

ACfflEVEMENTS IN 1994

We

established a program for training
members in Infection Control and Hazardous Materials as
required by OSHA.
Each member receives annual
refresher training.

Our

public
education
program
was
expanded by the addition of an annual "Safety Fair" which
provides safety information to the general public. In
addition, the Corps, continues to offer CPR and First Aid
training, station tours, daycare visits, etc.

The Corps, continues to improve
the availability of Advanced Life Support care. It ponsored
an EMT-Intermediate Course and a Manual Defibrillation
Course in 1994.
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an effort to shift the cost of
ambulance service away from the taxpayer communities
we serve, the Corps, began billing all patients who are
In

transported.

GOALS FOR 1995
Fund
fund drive
anticipated
years. If a

in

Drive:

The Corps,

will

hold a

early mid- 1995 to raise money for an
to a "new" station within the next five

move
move

not necessary, money raised will be
major
renovation/ additions
for
to
our
used
meet
our
needs.
current facility to better
is

OSHA

Compliance:

annual training and policy review/ revision
with

OSHA

guidelinesfor

Tuberculosis,

in

Continue
compliance
Bloodborne

Pathogens and Hazardous Materials. Investigate OSHA
requirements for hazardous material pre-exposure and
post-exposure health surveillance and associated costs.
Training:
Develop
an
ongoing
training program to maintain the high level of patient care
provided to the Corps, service area.

StationPlanning: Corps, membership has doubled since moving to our current quarters in
1985. Begin preliminary work on future housing for the
Corps.
Accreditation: Continue preliminary
work on National accreditation through the newly formed
Commission on Accreditation of Ambulance Services.

We owe

a great deal of thanks to the

communities and citizens of Durham, Lee, Madbury and
UNH for their continued support. We would also like to
thank the Durham, Lee and Madbury Fire Departments,
the Durham-UNH Communications Center and the
Departments for their support. Most of Durham, Lee,
Madbury and UNH Police all, we would like to thank all
the

Durham Ambulance

hours of dedicated

Corps, volunteers for their

service.
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many

Respectfully submitted,
Patrick D. Aheam, President
Susan J. Bruns, Administrative V.P.
Jennifer Gingras, Secretary
Mary C. Davis, Manager

WayneSmith,
Operations Vice-President
Henny, Training Coordinator
Scott C. Ellis, Treasurer

Karen

N.
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ANNUAL REPORT OF
LAMPREY HEALTH CARE
FROM JULY 1. 1993 TO JUNE 30. 1994
Lamprey Health Care provides a
services to esidents of the

Town

variety of

of Lee.

The Senior Citizen Transportation Program
operated by Lamprey Health Care is one of the most
important services provided to residents of the area.
The busses provide necessary transportation for
food shopping, medical appointments, the pharmacy
and recreational trips. Residents are picked up at
assisted with bundles and with
their homes and
shopping, if necessary. The Senior Transportation
Program is affiliated with COAST.
All six of the regular

busses operated by this

Special
accessible.
handicap
are
program
appointments which cannot be incorporated into the
specific routes serving your area are arranged
through the Transportation Coordinator and a group
of volunteers. The program almost operates as a
"Friendly Callers" program in that the Seniors who
ride are in contact v^th the program and, if not, they
are checked on to be sure that everything is all right.
The Transportation Health Workers (Drivers) from
the program also do necessary errands for their
riders if they are unable to o them due to illness, etc.
This program does a great deal toward keeping our
and
independent
healthy,
population
elderly
in their homes.

The medical services provided by Lamprey
Health Care include primary medical care, health
promotion and education and social services.
Increased capacity in both our Raymond and
Newmarket Centers allows Lamprey Health Care to
serve the residents of our local area in a timely and
efficient manner. Staffing for both Centers includes
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Board

Family Physicians ana one
Pediatrician.
Seven Nurse Practitioners and a
support staff of Registered and Practical Nurses, a
licensed Dietician and Community Health Workers
(Social Workers) round out the medical team.
Medical care provided includes pre-natal care, adult
medicine and geriatric medicine as well as
screenings and followup for various medical
conditions.
A low-cost flu vaccine clinic was
conducted in Lee in October.
six

Certified

Lamprey Health Care has a primary mission
to provide for the total health

of our service area.

From

needs of the residents

pre-natal to geriatric care
and from primary health to transportation for
Seniors, and information and referral through The
Info-center, we take great pride in the services
provided to the communities we serve. The support
of the communities served by Lamprey Health Care
is critical to the continuation of our services.
We
appreciate the continued support of the Town of Lee.
Sincerely,

s/Ann H. Peters
Executive Director
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ANNUAL REPORT OF
STRAFFORD COUNTY COMMUNITY ACTION
FROM JULY 1, 1993 TO JUNE 30. 1994
In

committee,

1994,

Strafford

Inc.

appreciated

Community Action
Town support in delivering

County

low-income and at-risk elderly households,
support which facilitated the provision of a value of
$19,232.00 in goods and services exclusive to Lee.

vital services to

was represented
Fuel Assistance Program, in which 30 Lee

The greater part

of this assistance

by the
households participated with other households receiving
loans for power-fuel costs under the NH Cares Program. A
had need of Neighbor Helping Neighbor Grants to avoid
electrical disconnections.There was also need for rental
assistance and the security deposit loan program.
Several families received food from our surplus
commodity distributions and Lee senior citizens required
62 rides to medical appointments, provided by volunteer
drivers.

Other programs of which Lee residents availed
themselves included home weatherization, food pantry and
th personal emergency response system, which allows
homebound people at medical risk to contact pre-arranged
responders by telephone with the push of a button.

With an ongoing partnership between the Town of
Lee and Strafford County Community Action Committee,
Inc., we will continue to provide programs critical to the
needs of otherwise vulnerable Lee residents and to assist
low-income citizens to help hemselves.
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ANNUAL REPORT OF

MY FRIEND'S PLACE
FROM JULY

1.

1993

TO JUNE

30.

1994

Our beginnings
In 1983, concern for the homeless in Strafford
County inspired a group comprised of area social service
agencies, church and synagogue affiliations, as well as

individuals from local communities, to evaluate
present situation and consider possible programs.

Created
Friend's Place

to
is

intervene

a 24-hour

in

crisis

situations.

facility located in

the

My

a pleasant
It
offers a

neighborhood in Dover, New Hampshire.
comfortable, family-like environment to those for
"The American Dream" has become a cruel illusion.

whom

Our purpose.

My

Friend's Place was organized to provide temporary
housing (by referral) and support for individuals and
families in Strafford County and surrounding areas who
need such assistance because of an emergency or adverse
This is done in basic justice to provide each
situation.
individual with his/her rights to shelter, food, clothing and
dignity.

My

the only shelter in Strafford
County providing emergency shelter for homeless
individuals and families. Since its opening in 1989, My
Friend's Place has been consistently filled to capacity
providing both temporary housing and a range of services
to help rebuild meaningful lives.
Friend's Place

is

During this same period.

My

Friend's Place has

turned away four times as many individuals— compelling
evidence of the severity of homelessness.
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TOWN OF LEE,
NEW HAMPSHIRE

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
JUNE 30,
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1994

Plodzik

& Sanderson

193 North Main Street

Professional Association

Concord. N.H.

03301

(603)

225-6996

INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT ON FINANCIAL PRESENTATION

To the Members of

the Board of Selectmen
Town of Lee
Lee, New Hampshire
We have audited the accompanying general purpose financial statements of the Town of
Lee as of and for the year ended June 30, 1994, as listed in the table of contents.
These general purpose financial statements are the responsibility of the Town's
management.
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these general purpose
financial statements based on our audit.

conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards.
Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable
assurance about whether the general purpose financial statements are free of material
misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the
amounts and disclosures in the general purpose financial statements.
An audit also
includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by
management, as well as evaluating the overall general purpose financial statement
presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
We

As described in Note IB, the general purpose financial statements referred to above
do not include the General Fixed Assets Account Group, which should be included to

conform with generally accepted accounting principles.
The amount that should be
recorded in the General Fixed Assets Account Group is not known.
In our opinion, except for the effect on the financial statements of the omission
described in the preceding paragraph, the general purpose financial statements
referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position
of the Town of Lee as of June 30, 1994, and the results of its operations and cash
flows of its nonexpendable trust funds for the year then ended in conformity with
generally accepted accounting principles.

Our audit was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the general purpose
financial statements taken as a whole.
The combining and individual fund financial
statements listed in the table of contents are presented for purposes of additional
analysis and are not a required part of the general purpose financial statements of
the Town of Lee.
Such information has been subjected to the auditing procedures
applied in the audit of the general purpose financial statements and, in our opinion,
is fairly presented in all material respects in relation to the general purpose
financial statements taken as a whole.

July 14,
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This report is intended solely for the information and use of management and others
This restriction is not intended to limit distribution
within the administration.
of this report, which is a matter of public record.

July 14,
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S COMMUNICATION OF
REPORTABLE CONDITIONS AND OTHER MATTERS

To the Members of
the Board of Selectmen
Town of Lee
Lee, New Hampshire
In planning and performing our audit of the Town of Lee for the year ended June 30,
1994, we considered the Town's internal control structure in order to determine the
scope of our auditing procedures for the purpose of expressing our opinion on the
Our review of these systems was not intended to provide
financial statements.
assurance on the internal control structure and should not be relied on for that

purpose.

Under the standards established by the American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants, reportable conditions involve matters coming to our attention relating
to significant deficiencies in the design or operation of the internal control
structure that, in our judgment, could adversely affect the Town's ability to record,
process, summarize, and report financial data consistent with the assertions of
management in the financial statements. A material weakness is a reportable condition
in which the design or operation of one or more of the internal control structure
elements does not reduce to a relatively low level the risk that errors or
irregularities, in amounts that would be material in relation to the financial
statements being audited, may occur and not be detected within a timely period by
employees in the normal course of performing their assigned functions.
Our
consideration of the internal control structure would not necessarily disclose all
matters in the internal control structure that might constitute reportable conditions
and, accordingly, would not necessarily disclose all reportable conditions that are
also considered to be material weaknesses as defined above.
We are pleased to report that, during the course of our review of internal controls,
no material weaknesses in the Town's accounting systems and records were identified.
Minor weaknesses or other considerations coming to our attention were generally
procedural in nature and dealt with administrative or recordkeeping practices.
In
these instances, we made specific recommendations or provided instruction to those
individuals involved during the course of our audit fieldwork.
Areas discussed
included:
A.
B.
C.

D.
E.

F.
G.

Agency Fund Policies
Accumulated Sick Leave
Revenue Budgetting
Expenditure Documentation
Requirements for Immigration Forms 1-9
Library Accounting Records and Procedures
Control of Accounts Receivable
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EXHIBIT A
TOWN OF LEE, NEU HAMPSHIRE
Combined Balance Sheet
Fund Types and Account Group
June 30, 1994

-An

Governmental

ASSETS AND OTHER DEBITS

Assets
Cash and Equivalents
Receivables (Net of
Allowances For UncoUectibles)
Taxes
Accounts
Interfund Receivable
Prepaid Items

Other Debits
Amount To Be Provided For
Retirement of General Long-Term Debt

Fiduciary
Fund Types
Trust and
Agency

$502,887

Account
Group
General LongTerm Debt

Total

(Memorandum Onlv^

$2,293,235

$

1,478,744
5.259
29,879
52,739

29,879

149.062

149.062

$532.766

$149.062

$4.008.918

$

$

$

31,567

31.567

149.062
149.062

29,879
31,567
2,602,173
149.062
2.812.681

64,351
436,848

64,351
436,848

501.199

20,827
674.211
1.196.237

$532.766

The notes to financial

$149.062

$4.008.918

statements are an integral part of this statement
5
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EXHIBIT B

lOm

OF
Combined Statement of Revenues,
All Governmental Fund
For the Fiscal

LEE, NEW HAMPSHIRE

Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
Types and Expendable Trust Funds
Year Ended June 30, 1994

Governmental

Revenues
Taxes
Licenses and Permits
Intergovernmental
Charges For Services
Miscellaneous

Other Financing Sources
Operating Transfers In
Total Revenues and

Other Financing Sources

Expenditures
Current
General Government
Public Safety
Highways and Streets
Sanitation
Health
Welfare
Culture and Recreation
Conservation
Capital Outlay
Intergovernmental
Other Financing Uses
Operating Transfers Out
Total Expenditures and
Other Financing Uses

Excess of Revenues and Other
Financing Sources Over Expenditures
and Other Financing Uses
Fund Balances

-

Ju1v

Fund Bal ances

-

June 30

1

(As Restated)

Fiduciary
Fund Type_
Expendable

Total

(Memorandum Only)

7f-ust

8,063

$5,259,205
270,680
182,708
92,412
61,406

71.250

102,300

79.313

5,968,711

375,494
368,286
184,731
141,426
8,953
29,908
53,391
150

68,724
4,250,516

130.799

5.612.378

356,333
734.782

Sl.091.115

statement
The notes to financial statements are an integral part of this
7
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EXHIBIT C
JOUN OF LEE, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
Budget and Actual (GAAP Basis)
General and Special Revenue Funds
For the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1994

General Fund

Revenues
Taxes
Licenses and Permits
Intergovernmental
Charges For Services
Miscellaneous

Budget

Actual

$5,134,675
229,000
182.708
15,550
16,000

$5,259,205
270,680
182,708
89,732
48,174

2.500

2.200

5.580.433

5.852.699

Other Financing Source s
Operating Transfers In

Variance
Favorable
(Unfavorable)

$124,530
41,680
74,182
32,174

(300)

Total Revenues and

Other Financing Sources

Expenditures
Current
General Government
Public Safety
Highways and Streets
Sanitation
Health
Welfare
Culture and Recreation
Conservation
Debt Service
Capital Outlay
Intergovernmental

397,840

Other Financing Uses
Operating Transfers Out

123.961

130.799

5.630.433

5.588.459

Total

Expenditures and
Other Financing Uses

Excess (Deficiency) of Revenues
and Other Fin a ncing Sources
Over (Under) Expenditures
and Other Financing Uses

(50,000)

264,240

Fund Balances

-

July

409.971

409.971

Fund Balances

-

June 30

1

(As Restated)
$

359.971

$

674.211

272.266

Special Revenue Fund s
Variance
Favorable
(Unfavorable)
Actual
Budget

$

$

Totals
(Memorandum Only)

Variance
Favorable
(Unfavorable)

Budget

Actual

$5,134,675
229,000

$5,259,205
270,680
182,708
92,412
53,343

$124,530
41,680
76,862
37,343

58.961

28.850

(30.111

)

61.461

31.050

(30.411

58.961

36.699

(22.262 )

5.639.394

5.889.398

250.004

)

EXHIBIT D
TOWN OF LEE, NEU HAMPSHIRE
Statement of Revenues, Expenses and Changes in Fund Balance
Nonexpendable Trust Funds
For the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1994

Fiduciary
Fund Type
Nonexpendable
Trust Funds

Operating Revenues
New Funds
Interest and Dividends

S

7,000
2,662

9,662

Total Operating Revenues

Operating Transfers
Transfers Out

(2,200)

7,^62

Net Income

Fund Balance

-

July

Fund Balance

-

June 30

1

97,660

(As Restated)

The notes to financial

S105.122

statements are an integral part of this statement,
10
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EXHIBIT E
TOWN OF LEE, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Statement of Cash Flows
Nonexpendable Trust Funds
For the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1994

Fiduciary
Fund Type
Nonexpendable
Trust Funds

Cash Flows From Operating Activities
Interest and Dividends Received
New Funds Received
Operating Transfers Out - To Other Funds

Net Cash Provided (Used) by Operating Activities

Cash - July

1

(As Restated)

2,662
7,000
(2.200 )

7,462

97.660

Cash - June 30

The notes to financial

$

$105.122

statements are an integral part of this statement,
11
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TOWN OF LEE, NEW HAMPSHIRE

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
JUNE 30, 1994

NOTE

1

-

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES

The financial statements of the Town have been prepared in conformity with generally
The
accepted accounting principles (GAAP) as applied to the governmental units.
Governmental Accounting Standards Board (GASB) is the accepted standard-setting body
for establishing governmental accounting and financial reporting principles. The more
significant of the government's accounting policies are described below.
A.

Reporting Entity
The Town of Lee, New Hampshire, is a municipal corporation governed by an elected
As required by generally accepted accounting
3-member Board of Selectmen.
principles, these financial statements present the Town of Lee (primary government), and its component units. Component units are organizations for which the
primary government is financially accountable or for which the nature and
significance of their relationship with the primary government are such that
exclusion would cause the reporting entity's financial statements to be misleading
Based on the foregoing criteria, no other organizations are
or incomplete.
included in the Town's financial reporting entity.

B.

Basis of Presentation

-

Fund Accounting

The accounts of the Town are organized on the basis of funds or account groups,
each of which is considered a separate accounting entity. The operations of each
fund are accounted for with a separate set of self-balancing accounts that
comprise its assets, liabilities, fund equity, revenues, and expenditures/
expenses, as appropriate. Governmental resources are allocated to and accounted
for in individual funds based upon the purposes for which they are to be spent and
The various funds are
the means by which spending activities are controlled.
grouped by type in the financial statements. The following fund types and account
groups are used by the Town:

Governmental Fund Types
Governmental Funds are those through which most governmental functions of the Town
are financed.
The acquisition, use and balances of the Town's expendable
financial resources, and the related liabilities are accounted for through
The following are the Town's Governmental Fund Types:
governmental funds.
All
General Fund - The General Fund is the general operating fund of the Town.
general tax revenues and other receipts that are not allocated by law or
From the
contractual agreement to another fund are accounted for in this fund.
fund are paid the general operating expenditures, the fixed charges, and the
capital improvement costs that are not paid through other funds.

Special Revenue Funds
of specific revenue

Special Revenue Funds are used to account for the proceeds
sources (other than expendable trust or major capital

-

12
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projects) requiring separate accounting because of legal or regulatory provisions
The following funds are included in this fund type:
or administrative action.

Conservation Commission
Public Library
Employee Benefits Fund

Fiduciary Fund Types
Fiduciary Fund Types
trustee or agent for
governments.

-

These funds account for assets held by the Town as a
individuals, private organizations, and other units of

The following funds are included in this fund type:

Nonexpendable Trust Funds
Town Trusts
Expendable Trust Funds
Capital Reserve
Agency Funds
Planning Board Fee Deposits
Selectmen's Office Fee Deposits
Account Groups

Account groups are not "funds." They are concerned only with the measurement of
financial position.
They are not involved with measurement of results of
operations.
The Town uses the following account groups:
General Fixed Assets Account Group - General fixed assets have been acquired for
general governmental purposes and have been recorded as expenditures in the fund
making the expenditure.
These expenditures are required to be capitalized at
historical cost in a General Fixed Asset Group of Accounts for accountability
purposes.
In accordance with the practices followed by most other municipal
entities in the State, the Town does not maintain a record of its general fixed
assets and, accordingly, a statement of general fixed assets, required by
generally accepted accounting principles, is not included in this financial
report.
General Long-Term Debt Account Group - This
account for all long-term debt of the Town.

account group

is

established

to

7ota7 Columns (Memorandum Only) on Combined Statements

Amounts in the "Totals (Memorandum Only)" columns in the combined financial
statement line items of the fund types and account groups are presented for
analytical purposes only.
The summation includes fund types and account groups
that use different bases of accounting, includes interfund transactions that have
13
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not been eliminated and the caption "amounts to be provided", which is not an
asset in the usual sense. Consequently, amounts shown in the "Totals (Memorandum
Only)" columns are not comparable to a consolidation and do not represent the
total resources available or total revenues and expenditures/expenses of the Town.
C

Measurement Focus/Basis of Accounting
The accounting and financial reporting treatment applied to a fund is determined
All governmental funds and expendable trust funds are
by its measurement focus.
accounted for using a current financial resources measurement focus.
With this
measurement focus, only current assets and current liabilities generally are
Operating statements of these funds present
included on the balance sheet.
increases (i.e.. revenues and other financial sources) and decreases (i.e.,
expenditures and other financing uses) in net current assets.
All Nonexpendable Trust Funds are accounted for on a flow of economic resources
measurement focus.
With this measurement focus, all assets and all liabilities
associated with the operation of these funds are included on the balance sheet.

The accounts of the Governmental, Expendable Trust, and Agency Funds are
maintained and reported on the modified accrual basis of accounting.
Under the
modified accrual basis of accounting, revenues are recognized when susceptible to
"Measurable"
accrual (i.e., when they become both measurable and available).
means the amount of the transaction can be determined, and "available" means
collectible within the current period or soon enough thereafter to be used to pay
liabilities of the current period. Application of the "susceptibility to accrual"
criteria requires judgement, consideration of the materiality of the item in
question, and due regard for the practicality of accrual, as well as consistency
Those
in
application.
revenues
susceptible
to
accrual
taxes,
are
intergovernmental revenues, charges for services and interest revenue. Licenses
and permits and most other local source revenues are not susceptible to accrual,
because generally they are not measurable until received in cash.
Expenditures
are recorded when the related fund liability is incurred.
Accumulated unpaid
vacation and sick pay, and principal and interest on general long-term debt are
recorded as fund liabilities when due.
All Nonexpendable Trust Funds are
accounted for using the accrual basis of accounting. Under this method, revenues
are recorded when earned and expenses are recorded at the time liabilities are

incurred.
D

B udgetary

Accounting

General Budget Policies
General governmental revenues and expenditures accounted for in budgetary funds
are controlled by a formal integrated budgetary accounting system in accordance
with various legal requirements which govern the Town's operations. At its annual
meeting, the Town adopts a budget for the current year for the General and all

14
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significant Special Revenue Funds.
Except as reconciled below, budgets are
adopted on a basis consistent with generally accepted accounting principles.

Management may transfer appropriations between operating categories as they deem
necessary. Unexpended balances of special articles for specific purposes may not
All annual appropriations lapse at year-end unless encumbered.
be transferred.
In the case of emergency expenditures, overexpenditures are allowed under the
provisions of the Municipal Budget Law (RSA Chapter 32) if prior approval is
secured from the State Department of Revenue Administration.

State statutes require balanced budgets, but provide for the use of beginning
unreserved fund balance to achieve that end.
In 1994, $50,000 of the beginning
General Fund fund balance was applied for this purpose.

ReconciTi ation of Town Budget to GAAP Basis of Accounting
The Statements of Revenues, Expenditures, and Changes in Fund Balances - Budget
and Actual (GAAP Basis) present comparisons of the legally adopted budget as
adjusted to present the budget on the GAAP basis with actual data on a GAAP basis.
Since accounting principles applied for purposes of developing data on a budgetary
basis differ from those used to present financial statements in conformity with
generally accepted accounting principles ("GAAP"), reconciliations of the excesses
(deficiencies) of revenue and other sources of financial resources over (under)
expenditures and other uses of financial resources for the year ended June 30,
1994 were required as follows:

General
Fund

Appropriations
Budgetary Basis Legally Adopted Budget
Municipal
School
County
Total Appropriations
E.

-

GAAP Basis

Special
Revenue
Funds

$1,379,917
3,876,199
374.317

$58,961

$5.630.433

$58.961

Assets. Liabilities and Fund Equity

Cash
The Town Treasurer is required by State statute to have custody of all monies
belonging to the Town and shall pay out the same only upon orders of the
selectmen.
The Town Treasurer shall deposit all such monies in solvent banks in
the state or in participation units in the public deposit investment pool
established pursuant to RSA 383:22. Funds may be deposited in banks outside the
15
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state if such banks pledge and deliver to the state treasurer as collateral
security for such deposits in value at least equal to the amount of the deposit
in each case.

Whenever the Town Treasurer has an excess of funds which are not immediately
needed for the purpose of expenditure, State statutes require the Treasurer, with
the approval of the selectmen, to invest the same in obligations of the United
States government, in savings bank deposits of banks incorporated under the laws
of the State of New Hampshire or in certificates of deposits of banks incorporated
under the laws of the State of New Hampshire or in national banks located within
Any person who directly or
this state or the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
indirectly receives any such funds or monies for deposit or for investment in
securities of any kind shall, prior to acceptance of such funds, make available
at the time of such deposit or investment an option to have such funds secured by
Such
collateral having a value at least equal to the amount of such funds.
Only
collateral shall be segregated for the exclusive benefit of the town.
securities defined by the bank commissioner as provided by rules adopted pursuant
to RSA 386:57 shall be eligible to be pledged as collateral.
For financial reporting purposes, cash and equivalents include amounts in demand
deposits and money market funds, as well as certificates of deposit and short-term
investments with original maturities of 90 days or less.

The Town is authorized by State statute to invest Trust Funds, except Capital
Reserve Funds, in obligations of political subdivisions and stocks and bonds that
Capital Reserve Funds
are legal for investment by New Hampshire savings banks.
must be kept in a separate account and not intermingled with other funds. Capital
Reserve Funds shall be invested only by deposit in some savings bank or in the
savings department of a national bank or trust company, or in the share of a
cooperative bank, building and loan association, or federal savings and loan
association, in this state, or in bonds, notes or other obligations of the United
States government, or in bonds or notes of this state, or in participation units
in the public deposit investment pool established pursuant to RSA 383:22.

Receivables
Revenues for the most part are recorded when received, except for the following
items for which receivables have been recorded:
a.

Tax revenue is recorded when a warrant for collection is committed to the Tax
Collector.
However, uncollected taxes that were not liened within statutory
time limits, unredeemed accounts that were beyond the 2-year statutory period
for deeding,
and certain other accounts deemed by management to have
questionable collectibility have been reserved.
Reserved amounts are not
reflected as Taxes Receivable and amounted to $143,000 at June 30, 1994.
The Governmental Accounting Standards Board (GASB) Codification Section P70 Property Taxes, requires that if property taxes are not collected within 60

16
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days after year end, the revenue is not considered an "available spendable
An exception to the general "available 60
resource" and should be deferred.
day" rule is allowed in unusual circumstances. The Town has concluded that the
circumstances relating to the responsibility for, and payment of, the School
Tax Assessment, along with the timing of the issuance of the tax warrant, which
Since
is late in the budget year, justifies a period greater than 60 days.
this practice of recording the property tax revenue when levied is widely
recognized as being generally accepted as the prevalent practice in New
Hampshire, the Town believes that such practice is a knowledgeable application
of the GASB Codification Section P70 exception, and therefore Level 4 GAAP
compliance may be reached.
the Tax Collector places a lien on properties for all
uncollected property taxes in the following year after taxes are due. The lien
on these properties has priority over other liens and accrues interest at 18%

As prescribed by law,

per annum.
If property is not redeemed within the 2-year redemption period,
is tax-deeded to the Town.
b.

the property

Various service charges (police) are recorded as revenue for the period when
The receivables for such services are shown on the
service was provided.
balance sheet.

Interfund Receivables and Payables
During the course of normal operations, the Town has transactions between funds,
The
including expenditures and transfers of resources to provide services.
accompanying governmental and fiduciary fund financial statements reflect such
transactions as transfers. To the extent that certain transactions have not been
paid or received as of June 30, balances of interfund amounts receivable or
payable have been recorded.

Inventories
Fund consists of expendable supplies held for
Inventory in the General
consumption.
The cost thereof has been recorded as an expenditure at the time
individual inventory items were purchased.

Deferred Revenue
Deferred
The government reports deferred revenue on its combined balance sheet.
revenue arises when a potential revenue does not meet both the "measurable" and
"available" criteria for recognition in the current period. Deferred revenue also
arises when resources are received by the government before it has a legal claim
to them, as when grant monies are received prior to the incurrence of qualifying
expenditures.
In subsequent periods, when both revenue recognition criteria are
met, or when the government has a legal claim to the resources, the liability for
17
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deferred revenue
recognized.

Long-Term

Li abi

is

removed

from

combined

the

balance

sheet

and

revenue

is

lities

Compensated Absences - Employees may accumulate a limited amount of earned but
unused vested benefits, which will be paid to employees upon separation from the
In Governmental Fund Types and Fiduciary Fund Types, the cost of
Town's service.
vested benefits paid or expected to be liquidated with expendable available
financial resources are reported as an expenditure and fund liability of the fund.
Amounts of vested or accumulated leave benefits that are not expected to be
liquidated with expendable available financial resources are reported in the
No expenditure is reported for these
general long-term debt account group.
In accordance with the provisions of Statement of Financial Accounting
amounts.
Standards No. 43, Accounting for Compensated Absences, no liability is recorded
for nonvesting accumulating rights to receive benefits.
Certain long-term employees hired prior to 1988 are eligible to receive
accumulated vacation and sick leave payable upon retirement which represents a
significant portion of the recorded long-term liability.

Fund Equity
The portion of fund balance which
indicates
or which
future use,
expenditures, is shown as reserved.
during the year:

has been legally segregated for a specific
appropriable for
is
not
that a portion
The following reserves were used by the Town

Reserved for Endowments - represents the principal balance of Nonexpendable Trust
Funds which must be held for investment purposes only.
Reserved for Special Purposes - is used to account for the unencumbered balance
These include the uncommitted balances of the Town's
of restricted funds.
Expendable Trust Funds, and the income portion of the Town's Nonexpendable Trust
Funds
NOTE
A.

2 -

ASSETS

Cash and Equivalents
At year end,
as

the Town's cash deposits categorized according to risk assumed were

follows:

Category

1

Category 2

Includes deposits that are insured (Federal Depository Insurance).
Includes deposits that are uninsured, but are collateralized by
securities held by the pledging financial institution, its trust
department or agent in the Town's name.
18
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Category 3

Includes deposits that are uninsured and uncollateralized.

Category

Total

TOWN OF LEE, NEW HAMPSHIRE

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
JUNE 30, 1994

Taxes receivable at June 30,

1994,

are as follows:

Property Taxes
Levy of 1994 (first semi-annual billing)
Unredeemed Taxes (under tax lien)
Levy of 1993
Levy of 1992
Levy of 1991
Levy of 1990
Levy of 1989
Levy of 1988
Resident Taxes
Reserve for estimated uncollectible taxes
Less:

$

431,890
231,458
22,063
21,842
17,681
1,036
21,890
(143.000 )

Total Taxes Receivable
C.

873,884

$1.478.744

Interfund Receivables/Payables
Individual fund interfund receivable and payable balances at June 30, 1994 are as
follows:

Interfund
Receivable

Fund

$29,879

General Fund
Trust Funds
Capital Reserve Fund
Land Use Fund (RSA 79-a)

29.879

$29.879

Totals
D.

Interfund
Payable

$29.879

Risk Management
The Town is exposed to various risks of loss related to torts; theft of, damage
to, or destruction of assets, errors or omissions, injuries to employees, or acts
of God.
During the fiscal year, the Town was a member of the following public
entity risk pools, currently operating as a common risk management and insurance
programs for member towns and cities.

The New Hampshire Municipal Association Property-Liability Insurance Trust, Inc.
is a Trust organized to provide certain property and liability insurance coverages
subdivisions of New
to member towns, cities and other qualified political
Hampshire.
The pool is self-sustaining through member premiums and includes a
Loss Fund from which is paid up to $250,000 for each and every covered property,
For claims in excess of these
crime and/or liability loss that exceeds $1,000.
Settled claims
amounts, the pool has reinsurance through commercial companies.
resulting from these risks have not exceeded coverage in any of the past three
years

20
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The Trust Agreement permits the Trust to make additional assessments to members
should there be a deficiency in Trust assets to meet its liabilities.
At this
time, the Trust foresees no likelihood that such action would be needed.

Compensation Funds of New Hampshire Workers' Compensation Fund is a Trust
organized to provide statutory workers' compensation coverage to member towns and
cities (and other qualified political subdivisions) of New Hampshire.
The pool
self-sustaining through member premiums and provides coverage for the
is
statutorily required workers' compensation benefits and employer's liability
The program includes a Loss Fund from which is paid
coverage up to $1,000,000.
up to $375,000 for each and every covered claim.

Reinsurance through commercial companies is carried for claims in excess of selfSettled claims resulting from these risks have not exceeded
insured amounts.
The trust agreement permits the Trust
coverage in any of the past three years.
to make additional assessments to members should there be a deficiency in trust
assets to meet its liabilities. At this time, the Trust foresees no likelihood
that such action would be needed.
The Town continues to carry commercial insurance for all
including employee and public official fidelity bonds,
insurance.

other risks of loss,
health and accident

NOTE 3 - LIABILITIES
A.

Deferred Revenue
General Fund

Deferred revenue at June 30, 1994, consists of property taxes and other revenue
collected or levied in advance of the fiscal year to which they apply as follows:
1994 Property Taxes Due July

1,

1994:

Billed in June
B.

$2.602.173

Defined Benefit Pension Plan

Plan Description and Provisions
Full-time Police Department employees participate in the State of New Hampshire
Retirement System (the System), a multiple-employer cost-sharing public employee
retirement system (PERS). The payroll for employees covered by the System for the
year ended June 30, 1994, was $117,570; the Town's total payroll was $509,685.
The System is divided into two employee groups; Group I - teachers and all other
employees except firefighters and police officers, and Group II - firefighters and
police officers.
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Group I Employees who retire at or after age 60 are entitled to retirement
benefits equal to 1.667% of the average of their three highest-paid years of
compensation, mul tipl ied by their years of service. Earl ier retirement al lowances
Benefits
at reduced rates are available after age 45 with 10 years of service.
fully vest upon reaching 20 years of service or attaining age 60.
Group II Employees are subject to the same age and vesting requirements as Group
employees. They are, however, entitled to retirement benefits equal to 2.5% of
I
the average of their three highest-paid years of service, multiplied by their
years of service, not to exceed 40.
The System also provides death and disability benefits, and cost-of-living
increases have been periodically granted to retirees by the State Legislature.

Description of Funding Policy
The System is financed by contributions from both the employees and the Town. By
State statute. Group I employees are required to contribute S% of earnable
compensation. Group II employees are required to contribute 9.3% of gross
The Town must contribute the remaining amounts necessary to pay
earnings.
benefits when due. The contribution requirement for the year ended June 30, 1994,
was as follows:

4,056
10.934

Town's Portion
Employees' Portion

$

Total

$14.990

The amount shown as "pension benefit obligation" in the System's financial
statements is a standardized disclosure measure of the present value of pension
benefits, adjusted for the effects of projected salary increases and step-rate
benefits, estimated to be payable in the future as a result of employee service
to date.
The measure, which is the actuarial present value of credited projected
benefits, is intended to help users assess the System's funding status on a goingconcern basis, assess progress made in accumulating sufficient assets to pay
benefits when due, and make comparisons among PERS and employers. The System does
not make separate measurements of assets and pension benefit obligations for
individual employers.
The pension benefit obligation at June 30, 1993, for the
System as a whole, determined through an actuarial valuation performed as of that
date, was $1,797,292,347. The System's net assets available for benefits on that
date (valued at market) were $1,897,337,693. The System holds none of the Town's
securities.

Trend Information
Historical trend information showing the System's progress in accumulating
sufficient assets to pay benefits when due is available for only seven years and
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is presented in the System's June 30,
year available)

1993,

annual

financial report (the latest

.

C.

Deferred Com p ensation Plan
The Town offers its employees a deferred compensation plan created in accordance
with Internal Revenue Code Section 457.
The plan, available to all employees,
permits the employees to defer a portion of their salary until future years. The
deferred compensation is not available to employees until termination, retirement,
death, or unforeseeable emergency. Plan assets are reported at fair market value!

plan is administered by an independent company, and the Town remits all
compensation deferred to this administrator for investment as requested by the
participant employees. All compensation deferred and funded under the plan, all
investments purchased and all income attributable thereto are solely the property
and rights of the Town (until paid or made available to the employee or other
beneficiary), subject only to the claims of the Town's general creditors.
Participants' rights under the plan are equal to those of general creditors of the
Town in an amount equal to the fair market value of the deferred account for each
participant.
The

It is the opinion of Management that the Town has no liability for losses under
the plan but does have the duty of due care that would be required of an ordinary
prudent investor.
The Town believes that it is unlikely that it will use the
assets to satisfy the claims of general creditors in the future.

For the year ended June 30,
the plan.
D.

L ong-Term

1994, the Town made contributions of $12,195 towards

Debt

The following is a summary of the Town's general long-term debt transactions for
the fiscal year ended June 30, 1994:

Compensated
Absences
Payable
General Long-Term Debt
Account Group
Balance, Beginning of Year
Net increase (decrease) in
compensated absences payable

$149,062

Balance,

$149.062

-P-

End of Year
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Long-term debt payable at June 30, 1994,

is

comprised of the following individual

issues:

Outstanding
at
6/ 30/94

Description of Issue
General Long-Term
Debt Account Group

Compensated Absences Payable
Vested Sick Leave
Accrued Vacation Leave
Vested Earned Time

$122,900
11,877
14.285

Total General Long-Term
Debt Account Group

$149,062

NOTE 4
A

.

-

FUND EQUITY

Reservations of Fund Balances

Reserved for Special Purposes
In the Trust Funds, the reserve for special purposes represents the unspent
balance of the Town's Trust Funds which may be spent for the purposes specified
as follows:

Nonexpendable Trust Funds (Income Balances)
Cemetery Funds
Capital Reserve Funds
Sol id Waste
Fire Department
Highway Department
Land Acquisition
Town Office Space
Land Use Change (RSA 79-a)
Recreation

$

$

40,771

34,756
165,369
32,221
22,885
36,433
99,406
5.007

396.077

Total Capital Reserve Funds

$436.848

Total

Reserved for Endowments
The reserved for endowments at June 30, 1994 represents the principal amount of
all Nonexpendable Trust Funds which is restricted either by law or by terms of
The principal
individual bequests, in that only income earned may be expended.
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balances of the
as follows:

B.

Town's Nonexpendable Trust Funds at June 30, 1994 are detailed

Purpose

Principal

Cemetery Trusts

$64.351

Unreserved Fund Balances

Designated for Special Purposes
$20,827 designated for special purposes represents Special Revenue Fund
balances which management intends to use in the subsequent years is as follows:
The

Special Revenue Funds
Conservation Commission
Public Library
Employee Benefits Fund

$

$20.827

Total

NOTE

5 -

5,652
1,485
12.690

SUMMARY DISCLOSURE OF SIGNIFICANT CONTINGENCIES

Litigation
There are various claims and suits pending against the Town which arise in the normal
course of the Town's activities.
In the opinion of management,
the ultimate
disposition of these various claims and suits will not have a material effect on the
financial position of the Town.
NOTE

6

-

RESTATEMENT OF FUND BALANCES

balances at July 1, 1993, were
following prior period adjustments:
Fund

restated

to

give

retroactive effect

General
Fund

Adjustments
To reflect transfers not made to the
Land Use (RSA 79-a) Capital Reserve
for 50% of the Land Use Change taxes
collected in prior years by the Tax Collector
Fund balance as previously stated
Fund balance as restated
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$(36,473)

to

Capital
Reserve
Fund

$

36,473

446.444

280.291

$409.971

$316.764

the

COMBINING AND INDIVIDUAL FUND
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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EXHIBIT ATOWN OF LEE, NEW HAMPSHIRE
General Fund
Statement of Estimated and Actual Revenues
For the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1994

EXHIBIT A-1 (Continued)
TOWN OF LEE, NEW HAMPSHIRE
General Fund
Statement of Estimated and Actual Revenues
For the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1994

Over
Estimated

REVENUES

Other Financing Sources
Operating Transfers In
Interfund Transfers
Nonexpendable Trust Funds
Cemetery Perpetual Care

Actual

2.500

2.200

Total Revenues and
Other Financing Sources

5,580,433

$5.852.699

Unreserved Fund Balance
Used To Reduce Tax Rate

50.000

Total Revenues. Other Financing
Sources and Use of Fund Balance

The notes to financial

(Under)
Budget

(300 )

$5.630.433

statements are an integral part of this statement,
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Statement of Appropriations and Expenditures
For the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1994

Appropriations
1993-94

Current
General Government
Executive
Election, Registration
and Vital Statistics
Financial Administration
Revaluation of Property
Legal Expenses
Employee Benefits
Planning and Zoning
General Government Buildings
Cemeteries
Insurance, not otherwise allocated
Advertising and Regional Associations
Other (Contingency)
Total General Government

Public Safety
Pol ice Department
Durham Ambulance Corps
Fire Department
Durham Dispatch Center
Code Enforcement
Emergency Management
Special Duty
Pol ice

Fire
Bulk Gas
Total

Publ ic Safety

$

50,004

Expenditures

(Over)

Net of

Under
Budget

Refunds

EXHIBIT A-2 (Continued)
TOWN OF LEE, NEW HAMPSHIRE
General Fund
Statewent of Appropriations and Expenditures
For the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1994

Expenditures

Appropriations
1993-94

Health
Animal Control
H ealth Agencies and H ospitals
Lamprey Health Care
Squamscott Home Health
Strafford Hospice
My Friend's Place
Total Health

Welfare
Admini stration
Direct Assistance
Total Welfare

Culture and Recreation
Parks and Recreation
Oyster River Youth Association
Patriotic Purposes
Total Culture and Recreation

500

1,650
4,930
1,701
750

Net of
Refunds

347

(Over)

Under
Budge t

153

EXHIBIT A-2 (Continued)
Torn OF LEE, NEW HAMPSHIRE
General Fund
Statefpent of Appropri ations and Expenditures
For the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1994

Appropriations
1993-94

Intergovernmental
School District Assessment
County Tax Assessment
Total Intergovernmental

OTHER OPERATING USES
Operating Transfers Out
Interfund Transfers
Special Revenue Funds
Library
Conservation Commission
Employee Benefits
Capital Reserve Funds
Highway Equipment
Fire Equipment
Sol id Waste Fund
Recreation Commission Fund
Land Use Tax Trust Fund (RSA 79-a)
Total Operating Transfers Out

Total Appropriations and Expenditures

3,876,199
374.3 17
4,250.516

47,461
1,500
10,000

Expenditures

(Over)

Net of

Under
Budget

Refunds

3,876,199
374.317
4,250.516

EXHIBIT A-3
TOWN OF LEE, NEW HAMPSHIRE
General Fund
Statement of Changes in Unreserved - Undesignated Fund Balance
For the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1994

Unreserved - Undesignated
Fund Balance - Ju1v 1 (As Restated)

$409,971

Deduction
Unreserved Fund Balance Used
To Reduce 1993-94 Tax Rate

50,000

$359,971

Addition
1993-94 Budget Su mmary
Revenue Surplus (Exhibit A-1)
Unexpended Balance
of Appropriations (Exhibit A-2)
1993-94 Budget Surplus

$272,266
41.974

314.240

Unreserved - Undesignated
Fund Balance - June 30

The notes to financial

$674.211

statements are an integral part of this statement
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ASSETS

Cash and Equivalents

Public
Library

Employee
Benefits

Conservation
Commission

Total

$1.485

$12.690

$6.652

$20.827

$1.485

$12.690

$6.652

$20.827

EQUITY
Fund Balances

Unreserved
Designated For
Special Purposes

The notes to financial

statements are an integral part of this statement,
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EXHIBIT B-2
TOWN OF LEE, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Special Revenue Funds
Combining Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
For the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1994

Employee
Benefits

Public
Library

Revenues
Charges For Services
Mi seel 1 aneous

$

Other Financing S ources
Operating Transfers In

Revenues and
Other Financing Sources

Conservation
Commission

Total

2,680
2,352

2,690

127

2,680
5,169

17,350

10,000

1,500

2 8,850

2 2.382

12,690

1,627

36.699

$

Total

E xpenditures

Current
General Government
Culture and Recreation
Conservation

Total

E

2,434

Expenditur es

xcess of Reven ue s and
Other Financing Source s
Over Expenditures

Fun d Bala n ces

-

July

Fund Balances

-

June 30

1

The notes to financial

2,434
21,335

21,335

$

150

150

21.335

2.434

150

23.919

1,047

10,256

1,477

12,780

438

2.43 4

5.175

8.04 7

1.485

$12.690

$6.652

$20.827

statements are an integral part of this statement.
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EXHIBIT C-1
TOyN OF LEE, NE^ HAMPSHIRE
Trust and Agency Funds
Combining Balance Sheet
June 30, 1994

ASSETS

Cash and Equivalents
Interfund Receivable

TOTAL ASSETS

LIABILITIES AND EQUITY

Liabil ities

Trust Funds
Expenda ble Nonexpendable
Capital
Reserve
Town

Agency
Funds

Total

$366,198
29.879

$105,122

$31,567

$502,887
29,879

$396.077

$105.122

$31.567

$532.766

EXHIBIT C-2
TOWN OF LEE, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Fiduciary Fund Type
Expendable Trust Funds
Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balance
For the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1994

Capital
Reserve
Funds

Revenues
Interest and Dividend Income

$

Other Financing Sources
Operating Transfers In

8,063

71,250

Total Revenues and

79,313

Other Financing Sources

Fund Balance

-

July

Fund Balance

-

June 30

1

316.764

(As Restated)

The notes to financial

$396.077

statements are an integral part of this statement
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EXHIBIT C-3
TOWN OF LEE, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Agency Funds
Combining Statement of Changes in Assets and Liabilities
For the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1994
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TOWN SERVICES (continued)
LEE PUBLIC LIBRARY:

Telephone: 659-2626 Hours
are:

Monday: 12:00 p.m.

to 8:00 p.m.

Tuesday: 2:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.
Wed/Thur: 3:00 p.m to 8:00 p.m.
Friday: 2:00 p.m to 6:00 p.m.
Saturday - 9:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.

CLOSED Sundays and

Holidays.

LEE TRANSFER STATION: Mandatory

recycling for:
green, brown & clear glass
tin & aluminum cans — plastic soda bottles
newspapers - cardboard - plastic milk bottles
North Shore Mix = Laundry soap boxes, etc.

SWAPSHOP for unwanted
SALVATION ARMY BINS

but

still

usable items.

used clothing.
Hours are:

for good,

Telephone:659-2239
Tuesday and Thursday: 1:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.
-

USE

Saturday: 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Closed on Holidays.
OF FACILITY BY PERMIT ONLY! Permits may be
obtained in Selectmen's Office. Please bring
car registration for each permit requested.

On our

front cover is an enchanting photograph
of Mr. David Allan and his wife, Natalie Allan,
taken in the summer of 1994 at the dedication
of the newly-landscaped Lee Hill Triangle,
renamed the David N. Allan Park in
appreciation for the many services David has
performed for the town as a long time member
of the Conservation Commission, the Lee
Historical Society, consultant to the Planning
and Zoning Boards to name but a few of his
Natalie also helps keep the town
activities.
beautiful with the colorful flowers she provides
to the Town Hall each spring.

